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ABSTRACT
This study explored the contribution of traditional games in developing children‟s
numerical skills in pre-primary schools in Tanzania. The study was conducted in six
public primary schools in Rombo District of Kilimanjaro Region involving 28
participants. This sample composed of 18 teachers (female), 10 parents (3 male and
7 females) and pre-primary children. The study employed purposive sampling to
obtain pre-primary school teachers and convenience sampling technique for
selecting parents. The descriptive case study design was employed using semistructured interview, observation and FGD to collect data. The Social Cultural
Theory and Cognitive Development underpinned this study. Data analysis was
conducted through the Miles and Huberman (1994), thus are data reduction, data
display, conclusion drawing and verification. The analysis revealed that traditional
games contribute to the development of numeracy skills to the pre-primary children
in Tanzania. Specifically, game (pebble, boards, dice, card, skipping rope and
jumping rope) stimulate development of numeracy skills. Both teachers and parents
argue that mathematical language motivates learning numeracy skills through
learning by doing. They further held positive attitude on the use of traditional games
as pedagogical tools in teaching numeracy literacy at school context and at home.
Despite the usefulness of the

of traditional games in developing children‟s

numeracy skills, the study found shortage of games materials, overcrowded
classrooms, lack of physical space for children to play traditional games, as well as
lack of teacher‟s creativity in engaging children in traditional games during teaching
and learning. The study concludes that traditional games should be used as the
pedagogical tools in teaching children literacy and numeracy skills among the preprimary children in Tanzania. It further recommended that teachers, parents and
other educational stakeholder must be well informed about usefulness of traditional
games in development of children‟s numeracy skills and Holistic development.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
This study intended to investigate the contribution of traditional games in developing
children‟s numerical skills among the pre-primary schools in Tanzania. Specifically,
the study sought to establish the traditional games played by pre-primary children
that stimulate the development of numeracy skills. The study was further extended
into looking at the contribution of traditional games to the development of numeracy
skills of pre-primary children. It was also important to understand the teachers‟
perception on the use of traditional games in teaching and developing numeracy
skills among children in pre-primary class and the challenges that hinder the use of
traditional games in teaching and learning numeracy skills. What motivated the
researcher to conduct this research was the lack of information whether teachers
used the traditional games to enhance learning of numeracy skills among pupils in
Tanzania. This chapter introduces the study and provides an overview of the
problem. In particular, the chapter presents the background to the problem, statement
of the problem, purpose and objective of the study, research questions, scope of the
study, significance of the study, definition of terms and, finally, the chapter ends
with a summary of the main issues of the chapter.

1.1 Background to the Problem
The pedagogical method employed by teachers and parents in teaching and learning
of young children is one among of the determents of quality pre-primary education.
Play games with rules have more often been emphasized as the most important
pedagogy by theorists, psychologists, curriculum designers, and curriculum
developers (Kuo, 2014, Kumar & Lightner, 2007; Clemence, 2010; Kaye, 2017;
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Johnson, 2014). Play and games are two terms described as a system in which
players engage in an artificial conflict, defined by rules that result in a quantifiable
outcome (Gough, 1999). Following the development of technology, John (2007) sees
the importance of categorizing games into traditional and computer or video games.

In reality, traditional games appears to be common among Tanzanian and that
poverty, technology and the lack of electric power in many areas of the country
limits the use of computer/video games (Karadag, 2015). It is obvious that play and
games as pedagogy used in teaching and learning in Tanzania is centered on the use
of traditional games. Thus, the traditional games focused in this study include board
games, pebble games, games with dice, puzzle games and card games which are all
played informally with minimal equipment that children can easily access. Children
learn traditional games through experience by observing other children or adults and
later on they engage in playing the games with others. In short, these games are
played without reference to written rules (UNESCO, 2010; Bronikowsk, 2010;
Gough, 1999). Basically, traditional games are characterized by different features,
among others, include physical skills, strategy, chance repetition of patterns,
creativity, use little or no equipment (stone, pebble or paper), controlled by player,
and locally organised (Zaslavsky, 1994; Klawe, 1998). Therefore, observation and
imitation method are utilized in learning rather than any other kind of sophisticated
teaching or coaching (Karadag, 2015)

Traditional games serve different roles including the development of numeracy skills
among pre-primary children because of their link with culture (Kamili, 1994;
Davies, 1995; Australian Association of Mathematic Teachers, 1997; Perrotta,
Featherstone, Aston, & Houghton, 2013; Ku, 2014). They help children to develop
2

numeracy skills through reasoning and application of simple numerical concepts
(Haly, 2013, Niklas & Schneider, 2014; Griffin, 2004).

It has been observed that, as children engage in traditional games, for instance,
playing pebble games, they do count and add pebble (Perrotta, Featherstone, Aston,
& Houghton, 2013; Ku, 2014). It is, in its nature conclude that engaging in
traditional games helps pre-primary children to develop number concept,
mathematical language, make predictions of probability, measure time and money as
well as geometric shapes. Through it is useful in children development of numeracy
skills, there is limited or rather no information about how teachers explore the
advantage of traditional games to enhance numeracy and literacy skills among the
pre-primary pupils in Tanzania. This dearth of knowledge in the literature gives
research opportunities in the area in the attempts to improve numeracy skills among
pupils for they are important for the development of the life skills of an individual.
Bragg (2006) reveals that numeracy skills play a critical role in determining an
individual‟s life success and are the basis for ongoing learning and participation in
society. A strong foundation in mathematics during the early grades is crucial for
success in mathematics in the later years (Clements, 2008)

Elsewhere, teaching of numeracy skills among pupils is built on the traditional
games and this gives an important lesson to other countries like Tanzania. For
examples play and games are the pedagogy tools used in Finland, Norway, and
Sweden (Bragg, 2006, Woodcock, 2001); in India and China (Cho, 2014; UNESCO,
2013). The traditional games that are encouraged to be used for learning are those
most commonly played during free play and at home (Perrottaet al., 2013).
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Traditional games in developing countries are well documented but they are
observed to be more often used as the form of amusement for keeping children busy
(Snel, 2009; UNESCO, 2013). The common games played are those which are
scratched on the ground or drawn on a sheet of paper called Butterfly board games
(Lumpkin, 1987, 2010; Gerdes, 1994). In Rwanda, Uganda and Kenya, the
traditional games played by young children include pebble games, board games,
skipping rope, as well as check number (UNESCO, 2003; UNICEF, 2009; Uwezo,
2010). Jonson (2001) exemplified the traditional games found in the developing
countries as it appears in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1.Example of traditional board games
Source. Jonson, 2012

In Tanzania, there are various traditional games which may be used to contribute to
the development of numeracy skills to pre-primary children. The traditional games
seen to be common in Tanzania are pebble games, board game, draft, card games,
puzzle games and skipping rope (UNESCO, 2008; Tabati, 2010). UNESCO (2013)
and Cassrly, Moffett and Tienan (2011) observed that children do play these games
during lunch time, during break time and at home. It was important to understand
how well the games were used in the areas where the importance of the games in
learning numeracy skills was already realized.
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1.2 Statement of the Problem
The national Tanzanian curriculum for PPE of 2016 emphasizes the use of play as
the method for teaching and learning in pre-primary school (Tanzania Institute of
Education [TIE], 2016). It states that play should be used as the method of teaching
and learning because it is the main activity for children. However, the curriculum
just generally states the use of play but it does not specify the specific skills that can
be enhanced through play, thus, leaving it the choice of a teacher to decide on when
and how play should be used. It would also be important if the PPE curriculum in
Tanzania specified the specific play that could be used to enhance numeracy skills
among pupils but the curriculum remains silent on that.

The researcher understands that there are some studies, like those of Mohamed and
Baraka (2014) which emphasise the use of “board games and pebble games” as a
method of teaching Mathematics, i.e. they help in learning skills like subtraction and
addition and that there are television programmes, like Ubongo kids Media Group
that use traditional games in teaching science subject and Mathematics. However,
the studies and the television programmes have limitedly identified the traditional
games played by children in Tanzania and, thus, the skills that could be enhanced
through traditional games largely remain unknown. Saying it specifically, there is
very little understanding of how games contribute to the development of numeracy
skills to pre-primary children in Tanzania. It is this knowledge that this study sought
to contribute through identifying the traditional games that are played by children in
Tanzania and the contribution of the traditional games towards the development of
numeracy skills for knowledge sharing and informed policy decision making. This
knowledge is important to disseminate for the whole country to explore the potential
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of traditional games in enhancing development of numeracy skills among young
learners and thus denying children an opportunity to flourish in numeracy skills and
competencies.

1.3 Purpose and Objectives of the Study
In view of the background and statement of the problem, the purpose of this study
was to investigate the traditional games played by pre-primary children in Tanzania
and their contribution in developing children‟s numeracy skills among the preprimary children in Tanzania. To achieve this purpose, the following specific
objectives were developed to guide the study, namely to:
1. Explore the traditional games played by the pre-primary children that involve
numeracy skills;
2. Investigate the contribution of traditional games in the development of
numeracy skills to pre-primary children;
3. Determine teachers‟ perceptions on the use of traditional games in teaching
and developing numeracy skills among children in pre-primary class; and
4. Identify the challenges that may hinder use traditional games as the method
of teaching and learning numeracy skills in pre-primary class.

1.4 Research questions
In view of the study objectives, research questions to guide the study are;
1. What are the traditional games played by pre-primary children that involve
the use of numeracy skills?
2. What is the contribution of traditional games to the development of
numeracy skills to pre-primary children?
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3. How do teachers perceive the use of traditional games in teaching and
developing numeracy skills among children in pre-primary class?
4. What are the challenges faced by teachers in using traditional games in
teaching and learning numeracy skills in pre-primary class?

1.5 Scope of the Study
This study was limited in scope. It was limited to the investigation of traditional
games played by the pre-primary children in Tanzania. The areas and population of
the study was limited to the children, parents and teachers in selected school in
Rombo District. This is to say that the traditional games identified here are only
those which are played by the children in Rombo District only.

1.6 Significance of the Study
This study has both practical and theoretical relevance. Firstly, the study findings
will help policy makers, teachers, parents, curriculum designers, children and other
stakeholders to set some strategies for improving numeracy skills to the to the preprimary children by using traditional games. Secondly, to add literature on what we
know about tradition games and supply information to researchers in the fields of
early childhood development and learning interested in the early numeracy skills,
play and games to the young children. Thirdly, it will help teachers and parents to
design good teaching and learning material which stimulate early numeracy skills
development by incorporating tradition games in learning in actual school setting
(indoor and outdoor). Lastly, it will help to value our culture and dignity instead of
using European (games) culture which is very expensive for example computer
games.

7

1.7 Definition of Terms
In the context of this study, several terms are used. The terms are traditional, games,
traditional games, and numeracy skills. These terms are defined here to inform what
they mean in this study.

Traditional: Educators have defined traditional in different ways. Mushilo (2014)
defines traditional as a belief or behavior passed down within a group or society with
symbolic meaning. Specially, it originates from the past way of thinking, behaving,
or doing something that has been used by the people in a particular group, family,
and society for a long time (Johnk, 2010). In the context of this study, traditional
means cultural continuity in social attitudes, customs, and institutions which used in
teaching and learning.

Game: Is any activity which is executed only for pleasure and without conscious
purpose. According to Kramer (1975), are the objects which consist of components
and rules and have certain criteria: rules, a goal, always changing course; chance;
competition; common experience; equality; freedom; activity; diving into the world
of the game; and no impact on reality (UNESCO, 2010). In this study, game is a
system in which players engage in an artificial conflict, defined by rules, those
results in a quantifiable outcome or a game is a set of activities involving one or
more players.

Traditional games: Traditional games are defined as those that are played
informally with minimal equipment that children learn by example from other
children and that can be played without reference to written rules” (UNESCO, 2010;
Bronikowska, 2010). Traditional games (also called folk games) are those that are
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passed from child to child, generation to generation, informally by word of mouth,
and most children's games include at least two of the following six features in
different proportion: physical skill, strategy, and chance, repetition of patterns,
creativity, and vertigo (Zaslavsky, 1994). In this study, traditional games are part of
intangible heritage and a symbol of the cultural diversity of our societies.

Numeracy skills: Numeracy is the ability to reason and apply simple numerical
concepts or numeracy is the bridge between Mathematics and real life (Austalian
Association of Mathematic Teachers, 1997). In this study, numeracy skills consist of
comprehending fundamental arithmetic skills such as addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division, recognition of numbers, counting, shape and pattern.

1.8 Chapter Summary
This chapter has dealt with problem and its background by viewing the problem in
its wide perspective at the global, Africa and national levels by synthesizing the
experiences on the problem. Also, the chapter has provided the statement of the
problem by showing the need of conducting the study on the contribution of
traditional games in developing children numeracy skills among pre-primary learner
in Tanzania. Also, the chapter introduces the purpose and objective of the study,
research question, scope of the study and definition of the key terms in the study and
the significance of the study to educators, policy makers, parents, education
stakeholders and researcher.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.0 Introduction
This chapter describes the literature related to this study from which the researcher
explored some knowledge regarding traditional games and their usefulness in
developing children‟s numeracy and literacy skills. The chapter also introduces and
describes the theory which this study is based on and then extended into looking at
what the previous research has established about the traditional games as well as the
gap that exists. Using the knowledge gained from the theoretical framework and the
review of the literature, the researcher presents a conceptual framework for the study
with a set of assumptions about the relationships between traditional games and
development of numeracy skills. Finally, the researcher ends with the summary of
the main issues of the chapter.

2.1 Theoretical Framework
A theoretical framework refers to the set of belief about psychological and social
processes with which the researcher approaches the study (Aurebach & Sylverstein,
2003). This study is built on the Cognitive Development Theory of Jean Piaget
(1969) and the Socio-cultural Theory of Learning by Lev Vygotsky (1978).

2.1.1 Socio-cultural Theory of Learning
The central thesis of the Socio-cultural Theory of Learning by Lev Vygotsky (1978)
is learner‟s construction of own knowledge. In the theory, it is argued that
knowledge is rooted in biological elements, cultural and group context or interaction.
According to the theory, learning occurs in the context of children‟s communities
where traditional games are developed and played (Berk, 1994; Woolfolk, 1998).
10

From the aforementioned thesis, then it is clear that Vygotsky‟s Socio-cultural
Theory is an apostle of the social interaction with an argument that much of what
individuals learn is from the society. This is to say that children will acquire the
ways of thinking and behaving that make up a culture by interacting with a more
knowledgeable person (Lintolf, 2000). Taking this knowledge further, one can say
that the children development of numeracy skills need interaction between children
and materials found in nature, people surrounding him/her at home and schools
which will help children to develop higher thinking, problem solving skills,
creativity and reasoning. Traditional games are a better place to enforce this
interaction.

There are scholars who have made their research in the theory and they have come
into conclusion that learners learn best by constructing knowledge through
interactions. According to Phillips and Soltis (1998), learners learn through
observation and imitation of what others (parents, other family members, peers,
neighbors and teachers) do particularly through a language. Nyangahondi (2015)
establishes that culture is the prime determinant of individual development. Humans
are the only species to have created culture, and every human child develops in the
context of a culture. Therefore, a child‟s learning development is affected in the
ways by which he or she is enmeshed especially family environment where a child is
born and developed.

Using the knowledge from the Socio-cultural learning theory, it is important to
emphasise that traditional games are the best pedagogy to teach numeracy skills
among the learners in Tanzania. The main task that remains is to identify which
traditional games may enhance these skills. This claim is important to consider since
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traditional games differ from society to society. Consistent with this, Vygotsky
(1978) puts that intelligence originates from the culture or society in which a child is
raised. As children engage in traditional games, they interact with peers, adults,
materials and environment (nurture) of which all is the product of culture. It is
during the interaction where children assist each other of from an adult to
accomplish certain tasks. Reflecting to Socio-cultural Theory there should be a link
between home and school experiences. In other words, the games used to enhance
literacy and numeracy should be those which are relevant to learners, i.e. those
which learners play at their home environment. For that case the role of school is to
plan for learning experiences that could facilitate social interaction with reflection to
cultural experiences of a particular community. One limitation of the Socio-cultural
theory is its limitation to describe the cognitive processes that takes place for
learners to learn through interactions. These processes are important to understand as
we consider the subject of this research is development of numeracy skills and so the
lengths of interactions and the processes that make learners learn through games are
important to know for learners to develop the cognitive advantages. Among the
theories best suited to describing these issues is the Cognitive Development Theory
by Jean Piaget. The theory is described below to show how continues interactions
and the emotions developed from the interactions enforce learners understanding.

2.1.2 Cognitive Development Theory
This theory was pioneered by Jean Piaget in 1969 (Silverthorn, 1999). The Theory
argues that the acquisition of knowledge is a process of continuous self-construction
(Blake & pope, 2008). This is to say that for a game to enhance numeracy and
literacy skills, the game must be frequently played. The major theme of Piaget‟s
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theoretical framework is “personal constructivism” that plays a fundamental role in
the development of cognition. In this theory, it is argued that the growth of human
physical, emotion, intellectual, social perception and personality development from
birth to death (Silverthorn, 1999); there is no doubt that games help these aspects to
grow and it is in this that children develop numeracy skills along with other skills.
Piaget assets that, for children learning, interaction between heredity and
environment is essence and, within the interaction of heredity and environment,
cognitive development takes place through three interrelated processes, namely
organization, adaptation and equilibration (Cook & Cook, 2005).

The Theory successfully complements the Socio-cultural theory and, therefore,
making the two suitably fitting in this study to explain the development of numeracy
skills to the pre primary children through tradition games. From the two theories, it
is now clear that learning of numeracy involve the assimilation, accommodation up
to equilibrium. For example, teachers and parent can help children to play numerical
games like pebble games, skipping rope, number games and board games, and count
their fingers (Ojose, 2008). Furthermore, children can play these games alone or in
the group, the way children play their constricting their own knowledge and
understanding of the certain concept and can use those concept to solve day to day
problem in their real life situation such as the uses of money, shopping, designing
new games and decision making.

2.2 Empirical Review of Literature
2.2.1 Traditional Games that Develop Numeracy Skills to Pre-primary Children
There is a body of research that establishes the importance of traditional games in
enhancing children‟s learning of numeracy skills (Andoson, 2008; Zulkardi, 2011;
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Cho, 2014; Cassrly, Moffett, Tienan, 2011; The Chinese Historical and Cultural
Project, 2016; Davies, 1995 etc.). The research has pointed out that traditional games
help children to become thinkers and more importantly, the traditional games that
enhance learning are those which are found within the natural setting of the learners‟
areas of residence. Good lessons to train this knowledge come from the Chinese
traditional games and learning of numeracy skills. The Chinese Historical and
Cultural Project (2016) conducted a study on the traditional Chinese Games and data
were collected through questionnaires and interviews method. The participants were
teachers, parents and children. The findings revealed that, in China, there are
traditional games like pick race, round, the top yo-yo or pull-bell and jump rope.
Such game helps children to be problem solvers, critical thinkers and development
of literacy skills for children (Hoy, 2010). For example, it is argued that the children
playing pick race and pull-bell traditional games at home and school in China have
the chance to develop numerical literacy like recognition of numbers, addition and
subtraction and less chance to the children who do not play games (Cho, 2014). The
reason why they develop numeracy skills is that pick race games involve taking and
giving pebble or stone and the process of giving and taking involves some counting,
addition and number talk.

By the same study conducted in Bihar in India by UNESCO (2009) and Baturo,
Norton and Cooper (2004) on Mathematics of Indigenous Card Games. Analysis of
the data collected through observation and focused group discussion involving
various education stakeholders established that there are many traditional games
found in Bihar India which are played by children aged (0-12). Teachers and parents
were interviewed and observed, and explained common games played all over India
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which are Looka-chhip (Hide and seek) whereby two to three children could play
the game and education skills found in this games is counting and recognizing
numbers.

Another study was conducted by Zulkardi (2011) and its focus was on building
counting skills through traditional games in Indonesia. The study reports that the
majority of the interviewed participants had positive attitude of using traditional
games in counting in the pre-primary class. In Norway, Finland and Sweden they use
puzzle games, jump rope, go to beach, hide and sick, Jigsaw, games with dice and
board games in teaching kindergarten children during free play, lunch time and at
home (Cassrly, Moffett & Tienan, 2011). One of the teachers interviewed in Norway
conformed that games helped the children to develop Mathematics concept, number
and counting, number and relationship and number operations. For example sand
plays game and water plays were reported to be challenging students since, as they
play, they do ask each other some questions like, how many crabs do you have?
How many more do we need? How much does it hold? (Cassrly, Moffett & Tienan
2011).

In developing countries, the traditional games have been used in different ways. The
research conducted by Gerdes (1994) with a focus on Mathematics at sub-Sahara
Africa found that we can‟t talk about the history of Mathematics without focusing on
the traditional games such as AYO, Dibeke, Kho-kho, Kgati, Diketo, Jukskei,
moruba, and Orabaraba, board games, skipping rope, pebble games and educational
puzzle. Lumpkin (1987), Zaslavsky (2002) and Nkopodi and Mosimege (2009)
found that board games (AYO) and pebble games encourage a player to count
quickly and accurately clock- arithmetic‟s because there are twelve holes and move
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anti-clockwise or clockwise, just as Gerdes (1994) accentuate that AYO game help
children to read the clock as well as basic arithmetic operation (addition, subtraction,
division and multiplication) which are basic numeracy skills in pre primary
curriculum. It is, however, important to remember that traditional games are not
universal, they vary from one society to another and so the relevance of a game is
determined by the society in question.

Arzarell, Mohamed and Uworbaheyo, (2014) in their report reveal that Boards
games and pebble games can be used as a tool of teaching Mathematics concept in
Tanzania “Baona Mdako vinaweza kufundishia hesabu nakuondoasifurikabisa”
(meaning that board games and pebble games can be used to teach numeracy skills
and eliminate zero to learners). According to Mohamed (2014) various tradition
games found in Tanzania such as pebble games, Board games, skipping rope, check
numbers and draft can help children to learn numeracy skills because of their rules
and regulation during playing those games, the children can acquire skills like
subtraction, addition, division, and how to use money. What Arzarell, Mohamed and
Uworbaheyo (2014) could not consider in their study is that these traditional games
differ among the societies in Tanzania and, as such, what may be relevant in one
area may not necessarily be relevant in another. This understanding then gives a
need for researchers to conduct research to understand the games that are relevant in
the particular setting and their usefulness in enhancing numeracy skills among
pupils.
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2.3.2 Contribution of Traditional Games in Development of Numeracy Skills to
Pre-primary Children
Experience reveals that games can be very productive learning activities. Key (2008)
establishes that traditional games are important method for teaching literacy and
numeracy skills and the day to day Mathematics to the young children. Mathematics
is the way of thinking (Mary, 1984). Numbers on Mathematics is an object used to
count and measure (Zulkardi, 2011). Traditional games play vital roles in learning
Mathematics concepts and every day Mathematic language (UNISEF, 2010;
UNESCO, 2013). A strong foundation in mathematics during the PPE is crucial for
success in mathematics in the later years.

The study conducted in China, Japan, and in Islamabad by UNESCO (2013) in
collaboration with global partnership, focused on introducing traditional games,
Honing skills and dexterity for education found that traditional games help to meet
Mathematics standards, easily linked to any Mathematics textbook. A game offers
multiple assessment opportunities, meets the needs of diverse learners and supports
concept development in Mathematics (Lumpkin, 1987; Pratt et al., 2009).
Furthermore, traditional games encourages mathematical reasoning, engaging
(maintains interest), repeatable (reuse often and sustain involvement), open-ended
(allow for multiple approaches and solutions), easy to prepare, easy to vary for
extended use and differentiated instruction (Hog, 2012; Stigler & Hiebert, 1999),
improve basic skills, enhance number and operation sense, encourage strategic
thinking,

promotes communication mathematical language, promote positive

attitudes toward mathematics , encourage parent involvement teaching and learning
(Rutherford, 2015; Kirriemuir & McFarlane, 2004;Pratt et al., 2009 ).
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The study conducted in Japan by Andoson (2008); Ashlock (1990) in Austria and
Howell and Kamp (2010) in UK noted that there is a close relationship between
traditional games and learning of numeracy skills to the young children. They found
that “Parents‟ and teachers‟ reports of home numeracy activities were correlated
with their child‟s Mathematics performance in the school.” Factor analysis supported
the hypothesis that numeracy activities fall into two broad categories: direct
activities that relate to acquisition of specific skills, such as counting or recognizing
digits, and indirect activities that have quantitative components (such as playing
board games with dice, or measuring while cooking) but are not specifically geared
to teaching numeracy skills (Wiersum, 2012).

Uwezo (2011), UNICEF (2011), and Mohamed (2014) noted that draft, pebble
games, check number and board games improve ability in learning numeracy skills.
It is enhances number and operation sense, encourage strategic thinking, promote
mathematical communication, promote positive attitudes toward mathematics and
help children get skills such as addition and subtraction. During free play games, the
children do add pebbles or stones and count to make sure that the pebbles or stones
at the hole are arranged accordingly to the rules and principle of the game (Way,
2011; McDaniel & Telep, 2009)

Davies (1995) summarizes the contribution of using games in mathematics
classroom as follows:
a)

Meaningful situations that means for the application of mathematical skills
are created by games

b)

Motivation that means children freely choose to participate and enjoy playing
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c)

Positive attitude that means games provide opportunities for building selfconcept and developing positive attitudes towards mathematics, through
reducing the fear of failure and error.

d)

Increased learning that means in comparison to more formal activities,
greater learning can occur through games due to the increased interaction
between children, opportunities to test intuitive ideas and problem solving
strategies

e)

Home and school that means games provide „hands-on‟ interactive tasks for
both school and home.

f)

Independence that means children can work independently. The rules of the
game and the children‟s motivation usually keep them on task.

It was to conclude that the time children spend to playing games with peers, parents
and teachers with different materials can be time to learn new skills, practice their
existing abilities, and build their interests especially in mathematics development. It
was the times for Tanzania PPE to practice the use traditional games in teaching
numeracy skills due to their potentiality. This would lay a strong foundation for preprimary children in Tanzania to perform operations with numbers, discuss place
values, and reason about geometric shape. Furthermore, the lesson obtained during
this reviews was, traditional games promote holistic development of the children,
thus are physical development, socio-emotional development and cognitive
development which are the product of creativity and problems solving skills.
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2.3.3 Teachers Perception on the Use of Traditional Games in Teaching
Numeracy Skills to the Pre-primary Children
Traditional games should become an integral part of the contemporary teaching
strategies and their usage is one of the goals of contemporary education (Clements,
2001). Children learn by doing and explore their environment. It is through games
where children learn Mathematics concept by doing (Schmidt et al., 2009).
According to Purpura and Lonigan (2015) added that mathematics proficiency is an
academic and economic gatekeeper that provides a key basis for achieving other
academic and career skills. This would be achieved through play and games in the
early childhood education.

In a study by Anaheim (2004) which focused on Mathematics activities from diverse
culture, which was presented at national council at teacher‟s Mathematics
conference in 2004, it was found that teachers have positive attitude in using
traditional games in teaching children. For example, one of the teacher in the
conference said that, „…we are using board games to teach children how to count,
subtract, addition, space and shape.‟

Another study was conducted by Casserlv, Moffett, and Tiernan (2014), with a focus
on the number talk in the kindergarten in Norway and Finland. Analysis of the data
obtained from the interviews with teachers and parents revealed that 90% of teachers
have positive attitude to use traditional games in teaching Mathematics concepts,
like number and counting, number relationship and numbers operations where 10%
of teachers focused on the use of computer games in teaching mathematics concept.
These were the same as the study conducted in China by Mathematics teachers panel
(2015) concerning traditional method of teaching Mathematic in the kindergarten
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class. What makes the current study different from these studies is the meaning of
the term “traditional”. While, in their understanding, the term traditional includes the
use of computerized games, in this study, traditional means the local games that
involve natural materials in exclusive of electronic devices. This becomes clear as
we consider that electronics games are very recent in Tanzania and that they are
western games imported in the country. It is very few of the population in Tanzania
who can access the games. Nevertheless the differences, what remains important to
this study is that teachers agree that it is importance to incorporate traditional games
in teaching and learning mathematics concept because stimulate children to develop
mathematics concept and communicating mathematics language.

In developing countries, teachers and parents have positive perception on using
traditional games in teaching numeracy skills to the pre-primary class. For instance,
in a study by UNESCO (2013), in Kenya, it was revealed that teachers had positive
attitude in using Shisima board games in teaching shape and pattern, counting one
up to six and number line.

What are not yet well established in Tanzania are the pre-primary school teacher‟s
perceptions on the use of traditional games in enhancing numeracy skills. According
to UNESCO (2011), on Mathematic building network and traditional method of
teaching Mathematics, it was found that tutors and teachers trainees who were
interviewed during the workshop in Dar es Salaam (Tanzania) had the positive
attitude toward using games in teaching and learning; however, there is a general
lack of the teachers‟ perception of the games.
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Another challenge worth to make an investigation is designing and creativity of the
pedagogical approaches for integration of traditional games in learning Mathematics
concept. The research established that teachers have positive perception on the use
of traditional games in teaching numeracy skills to the pre-primary children because,
Mathematics games is played during the carpet time (engaging in story, rhymes and
songs which involves numbers, date and time). Also, daily routine (during
registration, lunch times, play areas, distributing resources, lining up), sand play
(engaging children in talking about numbers as they play) water play, arts and craft
activities, as well as role play and outdoor play (number tracks, skittles, hoops,
physical activities)

2.3.4 Challenges which Hinder Teachers from Using Traditional Games in
Teaching Numeracy Skills
Playing and learning Mathematics are not mutually exclusive, especially in
kindergarten classrooms (Ramani& Eason, 2015). A recent study has found that a
quarter of teachers in the study made had no time for free play in their kindergarten
classrooms (Miller & Almon, 2009). This sentiment is likely linked to increasing
pressure for young children to have a strong foundation in literacy and Mathematics
in kindergarten and 1stGrade, particularly with the implementation of the Common
Core State Standards. Consequently, playtime has decreased and has been replaced
with academically focused activities and lessons. For instance, one report indicated
that, for every 30 minutes of free play, many kindergartners are engaged in two to
three hours of lessons and test preparations (Miller & Almon, 2009). However, the
time spent learning foundational skills, especially in Mathematics and the time spent
playing don‟t have to be mutually exclusive.
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Tomson (2012), Bally and Sabary (2013) established that the development of
science and technology hinder play of the traditional games at schools. Through
interviews with teachers, they explored the challenges which hinder the use
traditional games at schools. The findings show that the challenges are the lack of
teacher‟s creativity, the influence from computer games in developed countries.
Mareley (2010) established that the lack of teachers‟ creativity due to poor
preparation at the teachers college on the use of play games as the teaching and
learning are the problems. The research sought to know the teacher‟s preparation to
be effective in TTC. The curriculum must be changes to cope with new PPE
curriculum for of 2016 and new ETP 2014 which emphasise on the play as teaching
method on the PPE.

According to Jonson and Hamson (2009), urbanization limits children play
traditional games at schools, lack of physical space limit children play and design
the games (UNESCO, 2011).For example, children who are born at the city don‟t
have time to play with other children, the reason were the lack of playground for
them to play. This was the same as the study conducted by Jonson (2014) and Jo
(2012) in USA who added that in the school there is no enough space for children to
play. For example, you can find a combination of hotel and school in one building.
The traditional games need free space for children to play and design their material.
Children need play ground to play football, skipping rope, jumping rope and
running. These games are confirmed strengthen children thinking and holistic
development.

In developing countries, traditional games are less involved in teaching children.
Parents and teachers seem play as wastage of time in preparation. The study
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conducted by Mushry (2010), in Ghana, through interviews with teachers who
established that the lack of teacher‟s creativity and time consuming is the factor
which hinder teachers not use traditional games in teaching literacy in pre-primary
class. Harmsham (2011) added that lack of teaching and learning material, teachers
and parents awareness of the potentiality of traditional games was the factor which
hinder the traditional games as the pedagogical tool. In this case, the education about
the impotence of traditional games was need to both parents and teachers at home
and at schools.

The study conducted by UNESCO (2013), in Kenya and Uganda, through interviews
and observation with teachers in 90 pre-primary schools who found that the lack of
physical space, the lack of teaching and learning materials. Therefore, the lack of
teacher‟s creativity, poor pre-primary teachers‟ preparations at teachers college, as
well as unstable pre-primary curriculum, was the factors which make teachers not
use traditional games in teaching (Baraka, 2011; Uwezo, 2010; HakiElim, 2012).
The awareness was needed for preparing indoor and outdoor space for children
learning in African country. So as to use natural resource we have, thus are
traditional games which develop children holistically.

In Tanzania, the play games were not given emphasis, especially in teaching and
learning at school. Teachers use lecture method in teaching beside of using play as
the pedagogical tools in teaching. The reason was the lack of teachers creativity and
time consuming, the lack of teaching and learning material, the lack of education
about the importance of play as pedagogical tools, the lack of in-service training and
overcrowded classroom (UNESCO, 2013; Uwezo, 2011; Tandika, 2014; Titus,
2016). The Government of Tanzania must plan good projects of training pre-primary
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teachers and plan physical environment for the children learning, indoor and outdoor
environment because well structured environment stimulate children‟s learning. It is
this reason that the current study suggests a way of restructure our physical
environment to enhance children and parents design games which based on our
natural context. Thus, boards games and pebble games to enhance children play
because, since it is known that play is main activities for the children.

2.4 Synthesis and Knowledge Gap
The reviewed literature shows that traditional games contribute to the development
of numeracy skills to the pre-primary children in the world and in Tanzania
particularly. The traditional games are argued to be a very important pedagogical
tool used by teachers and parents in stimulating pre-primary children learning of
literacy and numeracy skills and holistic development. In the developing countries
the use of games as the method of teaching in the classroom still poses some
challenges. However, very little has been addressed on the contribution of traditional
games in developing numeracy skills to pre-primary children in Tanzania. Therefore
it was the intention of this study to fill this knowledge gap.

2.5 Conceptual framework
A conceptual framework refers to a narrative or graphical presentation of variable
and hypothetical relationship of concepts that presents a systematic view of a
phenomenon to be studied (George, 2007). Based on the study objectives, theory and
the literature reviewed, a conceptual framework developed by Stufflebeam‟s, i.e.
Context-Input-Process-Product (CIPP) Model (Stufflebeam, 1971) was adopted and
developed. This conceptual framework, diagrammatically illustrates the base
through which the study was to be conducted in exploring the contribution of
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traditional games towards the development of numeracy skills to pre-primary
children.

The model has been adapted with the reason that it clearly depicts the context, inputs
as well as the process in which the traditional games are used and ultimately
produces the development of numeracy skills to young children.

It is well known that play is the work of children. For that case, young children are
not limited to a context where they can engage in play activities. Therefore, whether
at home or school, young children usually engage in playing various games. Even
when they are at home, they usually tend to practice what they are taught at school.
Thus, if traditional games such as board games, pebble games, jump and skipping
rope, check number, card games and puzzle game are to be carefully integrated as a
teaching and learning method it is likely to facilitate the learning of mathematics to
young children.

It is during the process of playing for instance board games, skipping the rope,
playing pebble games, or with puzzles that children are likely to interact with
number

system,

Mathematical

operations

such

as

addition,

subtraction,

multiplication as well as division, shapes and relationships, probability and concepts
which are all aspects of numeracy skills. Further, children are likely to be motivated,
develop self confidence, independent learning as well as positive attitude toward
learning Mathematics concepts. During playing traditional games children are likely
to interact with peers as well as adults. Therefore, when a child fails to accomplish
certain tasks it becomes easy to be provided with assistance within his or her zone of
proximal development by a more knowledgeable other. The more knowledgeable
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others can be teachers at schools or parents at home who plan and create favorable
environment for children to play traditional games inside and outside of the school
environment.

CONTEXT

INPUT

Home/school

Traditional
games

Board games, pebble
games, jumping and
skipping rope, check
number, card games
and puzzle game

PROCESS

RODUCT

Playing traditional
games

Numeracy skills
Number system,
addition, subtraction,
division, shapes and
relationships
probability and
concepts, counting
and recognizing
numbers

Motivation, selfconfidence,
independent
learning,
learning by
doing,
pedagogical
tools in learning
numeracy skills.

Figure 2. Conceptual Framework for the Study
Source. Adapted from Stufflebeam, 1971

2.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented the theoretical review, where socio-cultural theory and
cognitive development learning theory have been described as well as their
relevance to the study. It has also presented the empirical review of literature which
is organized thematically around the study objectives and questions, and empirical
studies from developed and developing country. The chapter also introduced the
conceptual framework underpinning the study as well as synthesis and literature gap.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
3.0 Introduction
This chapter presents the methodology that was employed to arrive at the findings
presented in this study. It begins with the study design, research approach, study
location, sampling procedures and sample size, data collection methods, reflexivity,
trustworthiness issues, ethical issues as well as the procedures employed to make
data analysis and interpretation.

3.1 Research Design
The researcher was well informed about the importance of a research design in
producing answers to research questions (for information about the importance of
research design see (Tandika, 2014; Johson, 2015). A case study design deemed
appropriate for this study. According to Baxter and Jack (2008), Yin (2003) and
Stake (1995), case studies are categorized into explanatory, exploratory, or
descriptive. This study employed the descriptive case study design to investigate the
contribution of traditional games in developing children‟s numeracy skills in
Tanzania. This type of case study is used to describe a phenomenon in the real-life
context in which it occurred (Yin, 2003).

It was necessary to use descriptive case study design in this study because of the
understanding that traditional games differ from society to society, hence, it was
necessary to confine this study into a particular culture and community. The culture
and community focused resides in Rombo District that was selected to be the case
for this study engaging parents and teachers. Therefore, the researcher explored the
case over time, through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources
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of information. Further, the design was important in this study as it is characterized
by very flexible and open-ended techniques of data gathering and analysis (Kumar,
2011). In addition, the study helped the researcher to generate and present findings
that help readers to understand ideas more clearly than simply presenting them with
abstract theories or principles (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2007).

3.2 Research approach
The answers that this research sought to answer, i.e. the traditional games played by
children in Rombo District, teacher‟s opinion on the use of traditional games in
teaching numeracy literacy, the contribution of the games to learning of numeracy,
necessitated this study to use qualitative approach. Research has confirmed that
qualitative approach, inasmuch as it uses interviews, observations and focus group
discussions is proper for seeking information that is related to people‟s attitudes,
opinions and interpretation of phenomena (Creswell, 2003). There is abundant
research that informs very well that traditional games and numeracy skills are
predominantly a cultural practice whose information can best be obtained and
presented qualitatively (Nyangahondi, 2015; McMillan & Schumacher, 1997;
Bryman, 2016).

The selection of the research approach was largely determined by the research
questions of the study which specifically focuses on the contribution of traditional
games to developing children‟s numeracy skills to the pre-primary children.
Therefore, the findings of the study are presented qualitatively through thick
description in term of understanding, imagination perspectives, views, opinion and
attitude of the respondent. It is argued that the quality of a qualitative research is
determined by its ability to provide thick description (Kothari, 2004; Gay, 993).
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3.3 Location of the study
Dawson (2002) explained that the location of the study should be that which has the
required informants rich in the information needed for the study. It is for this reason
that this study was conducted in Rombo District of Kilimanjaro Region in Tanzania.
Rombo district was selected as a case to represent other districts offering PPE in
Tanzania. Rombo District is one of the seven administrative districts in Kilimanjaro
Region. It is bordered by the Republic of Kenya in the North and East, Moshi Rural
District in the southwest, Hai and Monduli District in North West. The District is
divided into 5 administrative divisions which are Mengwe, Mkuu, Mashati, Usseri
and Tarakea. There are 24 wards and 61 villages in the District. Rombo District has
a total population of 260,963(according 2012 census report) of which 124,528 are
male and 136,435 are females. The District‟s annual growth rate is 1.4% and
population density is 26 people per sq.km.

Rombo District council has 152 public primary schools and 6 non-government
schools. In these primary schools there are 151 pre-primary classrooms with 9,032
children (4,670 boys and 4,362 Girls). Despite the fact that the people in the District
differ in terms of economic activities they still share the same traditional norms,
beliefs and values and practices of traditional games. Therefore, the area was rich in
the information needed in this study.

Another reason that necessitated the selection of Rombo District in this study is the
information that many pupils in the area are still backward in terms of numeracy and
literacy skills and so there was a need to think of a proper pedagogy to address the
situation. According to the report of Twaweza (2015) and UWEZO (2011) in
Kilimanjaro Region five of the ten children who finished standard Seven in Rombo
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District did not know how to use simple Mathematics concepts, like recognizing
numbers, shape and figures. This finding is proved by the Standard Seven results of
Rombo District for three consecutive years (NECTA, 2014, 2015, 2016). This
failure is always attributed to the school practices, and the pedagogy most often put
in emphasis; hence, there is a need to rethink of the proper pedagogy to enhance the
skills. This study started by looking at the proper ways to enhance numeracy skills
among the pre-primary pupils.

Further, it was revealed that most of the children in public primary schools in Holili,
Kastom, Tanya and Ngoyoni in 2016 had no Grade “A” in Mathematics subject in
Standard Four and Seven examinations. The report shows that 70% got (D-E) in
Mathematics in Standard Four examination while only 30% got Grade (A-C). With
these results, there is a reason to believe in the numbers cause and, thus, a quick
intervention is needed. Traditional games were seen a panacea to this problem

Figure 3.A map showing the location of Rombo District Council
Source: URT, 2013
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3.4 Study Population
A study population refers to people that the researcher has in mind from whom the
information can be obtained. According to Best and Kahn (2006), population is a
group of individuals who have common traits that are of interest to the research.
Hence, in considering the need of this study, the targeted population was preprimary school teachers, parents and pre-primary school children in Rombo District.
This group was relevant for the data needed for this study. Children were needed
because they are a core point in this study due to the variation within the context,
parents and teachers were used in order to maintain their effective participation in
the study as they day to day involve in teaching and learning of numeracy skills. In
the sense that parents are the first teachers to the children; therefore, children
developed emergence numeracy at home when engaging in playing traditional
games with his/her parents at home.

3.5 Sample Size and Sampling Techniques
The choice of sampling techniques depends on the research rationale (Tandika,
2014). Based on the rationale of the proposed study, purposive sampling technique
was used to select and engage 6 pre-primary schools, thus are (4) public pre-primary
school and (2) private pre-primary schools proportionally. This was done to ensure
the representation of learners from different backgrounds, ability and attitude about
traditional games and their contribution on the developing numeracy skills to the
pre-primary learner. In purposive sampling, researchers handpick the cases to be
included in the sample on the basis of their judgment of their typicality. In this way,
they build up a sample that is satisfactory to their specific needs (Cohen, Manion &
Morrison, 2000).
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In this study, purposive sampling technique was used to select teachers from each
selected pre-primary schools to participate in the study. Purposive sampling was
employed to the teachers who were more experienced in teaching pre-primary class
whereby 18 teachers are selected. Convenient sampling was used to select 10 parents
to participate in this study. Convenience sampling was employed to choose the
nearest individuals; this was done to select the individuals until when the required
sample size was obtained (Cohen, Manion, & Morrison, 2000). It was important to
use convenient technique to collect data but purposively from the parents with pupils
at school because parents at Rombo engage in different economic activities and,
thus, their availability at home is undetermined.

Parents were included because they are the key stakeholders who indirectly benefit
from their children‟s learning. Contrary to the time spent at school, young children
spend more time at home environment. They do engage in playing traditional games
with their parents at home because parents are the first teachers to the children who
teach them how to count, listing and collecting objects. It is this reason that
Anderson-McNamee (2010) argues that parents are the first teachers of their
children.

The pre-primary school children were selected because they are the key beneficiaries
of the use of traditional games. They were needed to inform the researcher about the
traditional games they play, the information was provided through researcher‟s own
observation. Pre-primary school teachers were included in this study to know about
their use of traditional games in teaching and learning; especially how they
encourage children to play familiar games which develop numeracy skills among
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learners. Therefore, these were expected to be good informants on the contribution
of traditional games in developing children‟s numeracy skills to pre-primary schools.

3.6 Data Collection Methods
Data collection is the process of gathering information (Best & Kahn, 2006). This
study used interviews, observation and focus group discussion as instruments of data
collection.

3.6.1 Observation
Observation is an accurate record of what people do and say in real life situations
(White, 2000). Observation is a prominent method for generating qualitative data.
Observation technique was used to obtain the data related to traditional games and
their contribution to the development of numeracy skills to the pre-primary learner.
Observation is an essential part of gaining an understanding of naturalistic settings
and its members‟ ways of seeing (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011).

Non-participant observation was employed to explore traditional games played by
children during free play and how they contribute to the development of numeracy
skills. The researcher observed the games played by children around the home
environment and schools. Children were just informed about the researcher‟s interest
in watching games they play to learn some skills from them. Therefore the
researcher could not explain to them at length because they were young to
understand about research and its importance. This method of data collection was
effective of recording the information from the respondent‟s straight at the natural
setting. It is argued, and is this reason that made the researcher pick the method, that
non-participant observation allows researcher to see what goes on with their own
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eyes, and researcher can be more open minded as they are an outsider looking (Gay,
1993; Dawson, 2002).

3.6.2 Focus Group Discussion
Patton (1990) and Dawson (2002) observed that, in focus group discussion, a small
group of people who share certain characteristics is simultaneously interviewed to
produce data on a specific topic. Aryet al (2010) further put weight to this with an
argument that, through focus group discussion, the researcher gains insight into how
the informants are thinking and why they are thinking as they do. The method was,
therefore, employed in this study to bring different perspectives into contact. When
using this method, discussions are to be carefully planned and designed to obtain the
information from the informants‟ beliefs and perception on a topic under the study
(Kombo & Trompo, 2006; Dawson, 2002). This method was used to get data from
parents on the contribution of traditional games in developing numeracy skills to the
pre primary children; and parents opinion on the use of traditional games in teaching
and developing numeracy skills among children in pre-primary class.
The parents was grouped in two (2) groups contain five (5) participants basing on
sex and educational level with the purpose of creating homogeneity to the
participants to make them feel more comfortable to express their opinions and
therefore, making the researcher have easily manageable groups with effective
discussion on the topic. Discussion with parents was organized in the home of one of
the group member through the assistance of their street leaders. The selection of the
area for discussion considered the geographic location that found to be convenient to
all member of the group. The purpose was to collect data from the natural settings of
the respondents. The discussion ranged between 45 minutes and 90 minutes. This
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duration was found to be reasonable time for conducting discussion for full
exploration of the topic
During the group discussion on a research purpose in a shared environment,
Robinson (1999) and Patton (2002) inform that members have an opportunity to
build or comment on other‟s ideas on a topic of discussion. The benefit of using
FGD was it permits participants through in-depth discussion in the relatively large
group to share and add ideas on the said ideas by the co-participant (s); it is
compatible to the tenets of the case study design as it concerns investigation of
phenomenon within its real-life context; it taps perspectives as perceived by the
insiders (Tandika, 2014).

Therefore this type of data collection was an effective in qualitative research method
and not conducive for all types of research generation. The disadvantages of FGD is
that the technique can be misused by poorly trained researchers (called moderators),
results can be over generalized, and groups can vary considerably and be difficult to
assemble (Miller, 2000).

3.6.3 Interviews
This is one of the methods which were employed in the data collection for this study.
De-Vaus (2002) defined interviews as attempts to understand the world from the
informants‟ point of view, to unfold the meaning of people‟s experiences and to
uncover their lived world prior to scientific explanations. Dawson (2002) noted that
interviews can be conducted face-to-face or over the telephone; it may be structured
or semi structured (Dawson, 2002; Gill et al., 2008). This study employed semistructured interviews with parents and teachers to understand how tradition games
contributed to the development of numeracy skills to pre-primary children. The
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choice was rooted on the ground that semi-structured interviews are helpful to the
researcher (s) in collecting rich qualitative data based on the informants‟ experiences
and the meaning they make to that experience due to its flexibility, being focused
and time effective (Patton, 2002).
Best and Khan (2003) argue that, one advantage of semi-structured interview
enables the interviewer to gain rapport or establish a friendly secure relationship
with the informants. Furthermore, confidential information that the individual may
be reluctant to put in writings may be obtained. Some of the disadvantages of the
interview are that interviewees may not be willing to share information or may even
offer false information. Interviews require a great deal of time to conduct and later to
transcribe the audiotapes or other notes (Best and Kahn, 1986; Kombo & Tromp,
2006).
Based on the knowledge regarding the strengths and weaknesses of interviews the
researcher was tactful, well prepared (knew what questions to ask), and listened well
as recommended by Aryet al. (1996) and Seidman (2006). In this study, all
informants that are, parents and pre-school teachers were interviewed with each
respondent given the freedom to choose the convenient time and venue for the
interview. Furthermore, the interview guide was used in which some questions were
prepared to guide the data collection process. Each session took 20-30 minutes to
complete the single interview with teachers and parents. The process involved note
taking through notebook and audio tape recorder for future use and to ensure
capturing of all relevant information given.
The video recorder and tape recorder were used to record the interviews for easy
transcriptions and analysis, including what is said and interaction between
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interviewer and interviewee, and have plenty of useful quotations for report. Video
recorder produces the most comprehensive recording of an interview, gives a
permanent record of what is said and includes a record of body language, facial
expressions and interaction (Dawson, 2012). The Table 1, below summarises the
data collection method used in this study
Table 1. Objectives, Data source, Method, Data type and Data analysis
Objective

Data

Method

Data type

Analysis

Qualitative data

Transcription,

source
Traditional games

Parents,

Interview,

played by children

teachers

FGD and

Coding,

observation

categorization
and data display

Contribution of

Teachers,

Interview,

traditional games in

Parents

FGD and

Coding,

observation

categorization

development of

Qualitative data

numeracy skills
Teaches perception on

Transcription,

and data display
Teachers.

the use of traditional

Interview,

Qualitative data

observation

Transcription,
Coding,

games in teaching and

categorization

learning

and data display

Challenges faced
teachers in using

Teachers

Interviews,
observation

Qualitative data

Transcription,
Coding,

traditional games

categorization

teaching numeracy

and data display

skills

3.7 Validity and Reliability of the study
3.7.1 Validity
Validity is accuracy and trustworthiness of the instruments, data and the findings
(Morales, 2008). According to Davies and Dodd (2003) define validity as
determination of whether the research truly measures that which it was intended to
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measure or how truthful the research results are. However, in qualitative research,
researchers have developed their own concept of validity and have often generated
or adopted what they consider to be more appropriate terms, such as, quality, rigor
and trustworthiness (Davies & Dodd, 2002; Stenbacka, 2001). In the context of this
study, three techniques were employed to ensure validity; these are

3.7.1.1 Triangulation:
This refers to the typical strategy for improving the validity of the research or
evaluation of findings in qualitative research by using multiple methods in data
collection (Golafshan, 2003; Miles & Huberman, 1994). Patton (1990) adds that
among the ways that we are used to verify of the instruments is data source
triangulation. In this types of triangulation, Patton (1990) focuses on to comparing
the data collected from different sources, that is, peoples perspectives from different
points of views so as to come up with a single idea which becomes consistent. In this
current study, FGD, interviews and observation was used as triangulation of the data
source to get different ideas from parents and teachers on the contribution of
traditional games in developing children numeracy skills in pre-primary class in
Tanzania.

3.7.1.2 Think Description
Furthermore, the researcher deployed thick description to ensure validity of the
study. Miles and Huberman (1994) argue that thick description is the interpretation
of what has been observed or witnessed from the field and it was involves the use of
quotations and voices of participants to develop reader‟s insights and feelings. In this
study, the researcher used a numbers of quotations from informants so as to make
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the reader develop insights, especially during interviews and FGD to have a feeling
to the meanings contained in the data collected.

3.7.1.3 Back Translation
This referred as the process of translating a material from its original language to a
different language (Chrisler& McCreary, 2010). The aim is to make easy
communication with informants (Mtahabwa, 2007). In this study, all questions
which were prepared in terms of interviews and FGD were translated into Kiswahili
so as to make easy communication with informants whose common language was
Kiswahili. By so doing, the researcher enabled informants to understand properly
questions hence providing accurate data in relation to the study purpose. Also, the
collected data were translated into English language for data analysis and report
writing.

3.7.2 Reliability of the Study
As argued by Patton (1990), McMillan and Schumacher (1997), and Golafshan
(2005), it was difficult to attain reliability in qualitative research due to the fact that
social phenomena are too complex to yield similar results over time (Ezzy in
Mtahabwa, 2007). According to Creswell and Miller (2000) reliability as used in
qualitative research refers to certainty of an instrument to yield similar results over
time. In qualitative methodologies, reliability includes fidelity to real life context and
situation specificity, authenticity, comprehensiveness, detail, honesty, depth of
response and meaningfulness to the respondents (Cohen et al., 2007). In order to
ensure reliability in this study, the researcher ensured that data were collected in
natural environments such as school and home environments through observation,
interviews and FGD. Respondents were given enough time to express their views in
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order to get the depth of their responses. Furthermore, Mtahabwa (2007) argues that
findings grounded on data, logical inferences from data and reduction of researcher
bias maximize reliability. With this reason, the researcher ensured logical inferences
from data and was free from any pre-conceived judgment

3.8 Ethical considerations
Tayler (2008) asserts that for any study to be reportable and trustworthy, it has to
observe the following research ethics: research clearance, consent by participants,
confidentiality and benefits of the participant. Halai (2006) add that ethics in
research has to do with five main aspects which are: first, informed and voluntary
consent; second, confidentiality of information shared, third, anonymity of research
participants; fourth, beneficence or no harm to participants, and last, reciprocity. By
having the knowledge about the importance of ethical consideration in research; in
this study, more efforts were done to make sure that all important ethical issues
considered.

The researcher requested a research clearance letter from the office of the Vice
Chancellor (VC) of the University of Dodoma, The Regional Administrative
Secretary (RAS) (Kilimanjaro region) and the District Executive Director (DED) in
Rombo District. Then, the researcher sent consent information to parents through
Word Executive Officer (WEO) during the data collection process; the researcher
maintained the ethics of the informants by considering their ethics through
observation informants cultural.

Furthermore, during data collection the researcher explained the importance of the
research to all participants and then asked them if they were willing to take part in
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the study. Therefore, the researchers envisaged purpose of the result of the proposed
investigation to the participants in order to reassure them that they will deal with
benefit research. In accordance to children right, the researcher observed the
children‟s research right by asking consent from their teachers and parents and any
issue with regards to children‟s ethics was observed. Based on any research data and
information provided by the respondent during research processes were treated as
confidential. According to Schewart and Jacobs (2004), the confidentiality of the
data supplied by respondents is of prime concern to all reputable research.

Lastly, the informants were ensured about confidentiality of information provided to
be only for the purpose of the study. The pictures of children used in this study to
support the teachers and parents responses was for academic purpose only, no names
of schools, parents, teachers and children mentioned on this study for maintaining
confidentiality. The researchers used alphabet instead of names of school, parents
and teachers. The alphabet used in this study was (A-M)

3.9 Researcher as an instrument
The researcher strived to create a conducive and friendly atmosphere to the
informants to ensure them that their views are for the sole purpose of an academic
assignment. This gave the informants freedom to provide as much information as
they possibly could, without fear or misuse of information.

3.10 Data analysis procedure
Cohen and Morrison (2007) argue that qualitative data analysis involves organizing,
accounting for and explaining the data. Once the actual data have been conducted,
the next step involved transcribing, summarizing and coding the data (Denzin&
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Lincoln, 1994). Therefore, since this study is qualitative in nature, data analysis was
conducted through the Miles and Huberman (1994) three procedures of data
analysis. According to Miles and Huberman (1994), in qualitative studies data are
analyzed through three processes which are data reduction, data display, and
conclusion drawing and verification

Data reduction involves simplifying raw data obtained in the field through coding. In
this study all important constructs, themes, and patterns that emerged were coded.
Given that data collection and analysis are simultaneously done in qualitative
research, after the data collection through face to face interview and FGD such raw
data were transcribed from Kiswahili to English language. Coding was done
following data transcription for identifying the main ideas that emerge from the
gathered data.

The second stage was data display which involved organizing data for easy
understanding. During the coding process, various tables (see table 4,5,6,7 and 8)
were developed to summarize all codes to indicate the frequency of the different
views expressed by the participants. Coding process in qualitative data analysis aims
at identifying data themes and categories (Grbich, 2007). Miles and Huberman‟s
(1994) assert that data display is a step further to conclusion drawing from data
reduction through which the mass of data are displayed in the form of tables, charts,
and other graphics. The data in this study were presented using tables. In the view
held by researcher, this study coded the interviews for reducing and locating data
into key themes, patterns, ideas, and concepts to have meaningful ideas that match
with the study objectives. During the data reduction, irrelevant data were discarded
and some information was kept for future use when required.
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Miles and Huberman (1994) inform that data display is a step further to conclusions
drawing from data reduction through which mass of data are displayed in the form of
tables, charts, networks and other graphical formats. The view held by Miles and
Huberman (1994) helps in the comparison of data for drawing study conclusions. In
this study, drawing conclusions and verification, involve creating meanings from the
data. Information from parents with children in pre-primary class and teachers
teaching pre-primary class were compared to see which data look similar. These
were grouped together to form the sub themes of this study. Also, in the last stage,
data were organized in proper order and a comprehensive report written by adhering
to series of objectives for good coherence of the study.

3.11 Chapter Summary
This chapter focused on the methodological issues of the study. In brief, key issues
in the chapter included: research design, the area of study, research approach. Along
with that, other aspects included in the chapter are the sampling procedures, whereby
the researcher employed purposive sampling technique and convenience sampling
techniques to obtain the participants. The data collection instruments used in this
study was interviews, FGD and observation. The researcher also explained the data
collection methods and data analysis plan. In this chapter, anonymity and
confidentiality were employed to meet ethical considerations which are required in
conducting research. Lastly the researcher explain the importance of maintain
validity and reliability in qualitative research. Thus are triangulation of data
collection method, think description, and back translation so to capture feelings and
thoughts of participants as well as control bias.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
4.0 Introduction
This study aimed at investigating the contribution of traditional games in developing
children numeracy skills in the pre-primary schools in Tanzania. Specifically, the
study explored the traditional games played by pre-primary children which
particularly stimulate the development of numeracy skills. The study went further
into exploring the contribution of traditional games on the development of numeracy
skills among the pre-primary children and sought to understand the teachers‟
perceptions on the use of traditional games in teaching and developing numeracy
skills among children in pre-primary children and, finally, the study sought to
identify the challenges that hinder teachers to use traditional games as pedagogical
tools.

This chapter presents the key research findings generated through data processing
and analysis guided by the research objectives. The findings are presented and
described in tabular form followed by their detailed explanations. During the coding
process of the qualitative data, various tables have been generated to summarize all
important data followed by descriptions as well as quotes from the participants to
strengthen the descriptions of the findings. These are the findings which were
obtained from teachers, parents and children who were involved to determine the
role of traditional games in teaching children, numeracy skills at home and at school
context.

The main themes of the study were developed based on the study objectives while
the sub-themes were developed after a critical reading and comparison made of the
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responses from interviews, FGD and observation for identifying similar views to
form sub-themes and quotes from the participants. However, it makes sense to
understand the composition of respondents in terms of demographic characteristics
to give an overview of the nature of the respondents who were used to inform the
researcher in this study. This includes the attributes such as; age, gender, educational
level and teaching experience. Table 2 and 3 summarizes the demographic
characteristics of the pre-primary school teachers and parents involved in the study.
Other sections present the findings of the study.

4.1 Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents
The respondents who were involved to collect data for this study were obtained from
public pre-primary school teachers, pre-primary school children as well as parents.
The demographic characteristics of the respondents are described in order to provide
the basis for the interpretation of the findings. The study involved 28 participants (10
parents and 18 teachers) whose participation in the study was determined by their
sex, education level, professional qualification and work experience.

Table 2. Pre-primary School Teachers Qualifications
Sex

Education

Professional

level

qualification

Work Experience

M

F

T

Grade A

ECD

≤15

≥ 20

0

18

18

16

02

02

16

Source. Field Work, 2017
Table 2 indicates that 18 pre-primary school teachers who were involved in the study
had various educational levels as well as a professional qualification. As indicated in
Table 2,18 teachers involved in this study in all the schools (A-F), were all female.
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Various reasons could be put forward regarding the domination of female in the
teaching force in PPE. One could be cultural beliefs that females are more
responsible for caring pupil holding the view that males are responsible for
economic production for sustaining their families. From the 18 teachers involved in
the study 16 teachers had the certificate of primary teacher education (Grade A) and
2 had the certificate of early childhood education. Among the 18 teachers who were
interviewed, 16teachers had no professional qualifications related to pre-primary
classes. Only two teachers had attended a certificate for pre-primary education.
The16 teachers had received short formal in-service training for teaching preprimary classes which were conducted at the University of Dodoma in September
2015. Furthermore, teachers teaching in pre-primary classes had an average of above
40 years of age, which resembled the long experience of teaching in a period less
than 15 years.
Table 3. Parents‟ Demographic Characteristics
Gender
M

Education Level
F

Occupation
Formal

Informal

employment

employment

0

4

Primary Education

0

4

2

2

Secondary Education

2

2

1

1

Higher Education

2

0

Source. Field work, 2017

Also, the study involved 10 parents whereby (7) female and (3) male were involved
in the study. As indicated in Table 3, the majority of parents(6) parents out of ten
(10) reported to engage in informal sectors, mainly farming and business. Apart
from the eight parents who engaged in the informal sectors, four parents worked in
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various government departments which included hospitals (01), primary schools
(01), and secondary schools (02). Two parents out of ten (10) parents involved in
this study had graduated from the higher learning institutions of which were offering
a bachelor degree education. The presented sample characteristics of informants had
a significant contribution to the study purpose on the practicalities and constraints of
the traditional games and development of numeracy skills to the pre-primary
children because parents are the first teachers to the children at home context.
4.2 Results of the Study
This section presents the findings which were obtained from the data which were
collected from FGD, observation and interviews. The presentation is done through
the main themes and sub-themes that emerged through data analysis. The main
themes were developed based on the specific objectives that guided the study. These
were the traditional games played by pre-primary children that are thought to
stimulate the development of numeracy skills; determined the contribution of
traditional games on the development of numeracy skills of pre-primary children;
teachers‟ perceptions on the use of traditional games in teaching and developing
numeracy skills among children among pre-primary children and the challenges that
limit teachers from using the traditional games as pedagogical tools.
Data for this specific objective were collected from the public pre-primary school
teachers, pre-primary school children as well as parents or guardians with children
enrolled in pre-primary classes using interviews, FGD and observation. Their
involvement in this study objective was based on the reality that traditional games
contribute to the development of numeracy skills to the pre-primary children. The
analysis of data was based on the idea of Ezzy (2002) who believed that the subthemes were developed after a critical reading of coded data leading to the
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emergence of specific patterns, which is deductive and inductive data analysis. The
Table 4 below presents the main themes and sub-themes as developed from the
gathered data.
Table 4.Main Themes and Sub-themes of the Study
s/n
1

Main themes

Sub-themes

Traditional games played  Pebble games
by pre-primary children  Board games
that stimulate the

 Skipping rope or jumping rope

development of numeracy Card games
skills

 Puzzle games
 Games with dice

2

The contribution of

Communicating the mathematical language

traditional games on the  Motivation to learn Mathematics
development of numeracy Independence learning numeracy skills
skills of pre-primary

 Collaborative learning numeracy skills

children
3

Teachers‟ perception on  Pedagogical tools in teaching numeracy skills
the use of traditional
games in teaching and
developing numeracy

 Provide meaningful situation to learn
mathematics
 Linking theory and practice during learning

skills among children in  Easily to assessing child's progress
pre-primary class.

4

 Facilitate smooth transition to schools

Challenges facing teachers Lack of teaching and learning material
during teaching and

 Lack of teachers creativity

learning using traditional  Curriculum challenges
games

 Poor cooperation between parents and
teachers
 Teachers student ration in the class
 Poor education about play and games in PPE

Source. Field work, 2017
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A quick remark to make from reading the summary of the findings presented in the
table 4, above is that there are a lot of children‟s traditional games that are useful in
enhancing the understanding of numeracy skills among pupils. However, there are
some challenges that need some kind of interventions. Each of the findings obtained
is described and discussed in this chapter.
4.3 Traditional Games Played by Pre-primary Children to Stimulate
Development of Numeracy Skills
In order to come up with the information regarding this theme, the informants of the
study were asked to mention the traditional games played by pre-primary children to
stimulate development of numeracy skills. The interviews and FGD with parents and
teachers were conducted to generate more information related to the study objectives
and questions. The findings established that pebble games, boards‟ games, games
with dice, card games, and puzzle games are the common games played by
Tanzanian children at home and schools. Table 5, summarizes the findings.
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Table 5. Traditional Games Played by Pre-primary Children that Stimulate
Development of Numeracy Skills
S/N

1

Sub themes

Pebble games

Description

These games help children to

Teachers

Parent

N=18

N=10

F

%

F

%

13

72.2

5

50

15

83.3

7

70

10

55.5

6

60

10

55.5

6

60

12

66.6

5

50

develop arithmetic skills.
2

Board games

Promote mathematics
language
Thinking

3

Games with dice

Stimulate children early
counting from one to six

4

Card games

Recognizing numbers and
mathematics reasoning

5

Puzzle games

Promote geometric
reasoning.

Source. Field work, 2017

4.3.1 Pebble Games
The analysis of data from FGD and interviews with parents and teachers revealed
that pebble games are among the traditional games which contribute to the
development of numeracy skills. The findings through interview revealed that 13
equal to 72.2% of the teachers involved in this study said that pebble games are
commonly played by children aged 3 up 14 years. The teachers revealed that pebble
games were indoor and outdoor playing games. It was observed that the most players
of this game are girls. During interviews the teachers revealed that the game helps
children to learn how to count numbers and object, as well as improve their writing
skills. During observation and interviews with teachers at school „F‟ teachers
revealed that the process of categorizing pebble involving fingers and the fingers
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helps a child to develop fine motor skills which support the development of writing
skills at a later time. The teachers at school „D‟ added that, the children dig on the
ground small holes and use pebble or stone during play (see Figure 4). The game
consists of twelve or six pebbles or stone, with one big stone or pebble. The process
involves adding, categorizing, sorting and subtracting pebble by using hands. One of
the pre-primary teachers from school “A” during interview asserted that:
In group of two to five pupils, and with 10 pebbles placed on the
ground, each pupil in turn, play the games while seated. Pick one
pebble in the dominant hand, toss it up high and try to pick another
people among those on the ground(while other group member
counting and observing what happen) the second picked pebble is
tossed up using the same hand while trying to catch the first pebble
which should now be coming down. The pebbles are held on the same
hand. When all the pebbles have been tossed up and caught, the
pupils manages to hold all ten without dropping any, become the
winner (Teacher A, May 2017)
Another teacher added that,
Yes, pebble games stimulate the development of numeracy skills among
children because during play children add and subtract pebble. This
game helps children to be active and communicate mathematical
language like one, two, three and children recognizing steps and
remember which stage is. For example, if it is at stage 4 it means take 4
pebbles and if it is five its stage five (Teacher C, May 2017)
Through the teachers view above the study noted that pebble games do stimulate
development of numeracy skills to the pre-primary children when used as the
teaching and learning method. During play pebble games children do memorizing
stage and numbers because all process involving counting and adding pebble or
stone. Also, these views inform us that the more children interact with pebble or
stone at home or school, the more they have a direct link with later school
achievement in numeracy skills. For example figure 4 below presents children
played pebble games at school during break time.
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Figure 4. A picture of children observed play pebble games during break time
at school „A‟
The figure 4 reflects time limit of children to play traditional games at school.
Children engaging in play different game during break time and lunch time with no
guidance from the teachers. The analysis of data revealed that children need enough
time to play games at school because games are fun to play and provide motivation
for mastery. Children like to win and this desire to win give gives them a reason for
achieving mastery of a skills or concept.

On the other hand, the study found that 30% of teachers involved in the study
reported pebble games are the tools for creative and language development to the
children. During interview these teacher established that the process of categorizing
pebble or stone need children creativity. Therefore during the interaction with
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material, children to children or children with teacher do communicate and solving
simple problem by using oral language. To be numerate need to able to
communicate mathematical language, the language observed during data collection
were next one, last, take two or three.

The same question was asked to parents, to mention traditional games which
stimulate development of numeracy skills. The parents‟ response in interview and
FGD revealed that, pebble games stimulate children‟s development of numeracy
skills. They reported that children who play pebble games have the chance to learn
how to count pebble and recognizing numbers. The study found that 5 equal to 50%
of parents involved in this study agreed that pebble games help children to develop
arithmetic skills. They reported that pebble games deals with numbers and how to
use them in the operations of addition, subtraction, counting and recognizing
numbers. One of the parents added that:

My daughter and her friend play this game after school hours. They
communicate mathematics language like mpili (two) mtatuu (three)
which is branch of arithmetic. They are adding, and subtracting pebbles.
The process stimulates children to develop mathematics concept. (Parent
A, May 2017)
The parent‟s views reveal that children play pebble games without guidance from
parents; children were observed play games themselves. Moreover the study found
that parents have little knowledge on the use of traditional games in teaching and
learning. The education about play games at home and parent‟s involvement in their
children education was necessary, especially teaching children early numeracy skills.
Figure 5 present children played pebble games at home without guidance from their
parents. Through interview few parents do not like their children to play these games
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at home they need them to do homework. But children observed love play this
games and during play observed to communicate mathematics language.

Figure 5. A picture of children playing pebble games.
Therefore, parents‟ responses indicate that, children love playing pebble games
during free play. During FGD parents established that when children play these
games have the possibility to develop early numeracy skills because children learn
through play. The challenges were lack of teaching and learning material which
support children play games at home. The parents they do not have time to help their
children to play with games and other object at home. On the other hand, the study
also found that 30% equal to 3 parents involved in the study help their children play
games at home. The parents reported have good education background and
economic status. The lessons learned in this finding were lack of education and
poverty hinder parents involvement in their children education.
Findings from the FGD and interviews show that it is clear that teachers and parent‟s
confirm that pebble games facilitate the development of numeracy skills to the preprimary children. The research learned that, pebble games have different versions
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and it is played according to the level and age of the children. For example the
children aged 3-8 use six pebble or stone and children above 8 and above use 12
pebble. The author observed that pebble games stimulate and develop numeracy
skills to the pre-primary school children. This is because it involves counting
numbers specifically the numeracy in counting; recognizing number, addition;
subtraction, and division during the process children do add and subtract the pebble.
With these grounds, it can be argued that both parents and teachers agreed that
pebble games stimulate children development of numeracy skills.

4.3.2 Board Games
Findings through FGD with parents revealed that board games stimulate
development of numeracy skills to the young children. Through FGD with parents,
parents examined that there are different types of board games, such as draft,
Shisima, Kipande, Dama, and Msita played by children at home and at school
context. Children play this game during break time or lunch time. During FGD,
parents explained that draft and board games are mostly played by children at
schools and at home and all games involve the use of numbers and critical thinking.
During FGD with parents one of the parents revealed “the use of Mathematics starts
during the drawing of games, we must use pencil, rules and color, for one must
count the squares between twelve and twenty four”. Therefore, you must have six or
twelve bottle cups with different colors (pebble or seeds). Therefore, during
interviews with parents it was revealed that, during playing board games, it is where
children start giving and taking, the process we call it addition and subtraction which
is a parts and parcel of the numeracy skills. One of the parent added that:
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It is true that board games stimulate the development of numeracy skills
to the pre-primary school children because my son plays these games at
schools and at home, and during play I saw them talking mathematical
language like, eat tree, eat two (Parents C, May 2017)
The parent‟s assertion reveals that children who engage in play board games with
their parents have the possibility to develop numeracy skills. The challenges were
parents have no time to play with their children at home. Below is the example of
group of children playing board games at school, as two children play the games
other children learn the techniques used by other children during play. This helps
children to solve simple problem associated with behavior change and building
relationship. Figure 6 present children playing traditional boards games at schools
during lunch time. The children dig small holes on the ground and use stone and
pebble at equipment. During playing children observed to talk mathematical
language, counting one stone and next so that to become a wine. Therefore, children
were observed to solve simple problem raised during play themselves without
guidance from teachers
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Figure 6. A picture of children observed playing boards games at school during
free play.
Not only that but also, 15 teachers equal to 83.3% of teachers involved in the study
narrated that children who play board games are active in the class as compared to
those who do not play games. The teachers revealed that these games help children
to recognize numbers, shapes, and number sense, develop reasoning skills,
strategically thinking, counting skills and problem solving skills. One of the teachers
in schools „B‟ narrated that:
Each player digs seven small holes in the ground in lines opposite each
other and places five stones (or seeds) in each hole. At his turn, the
player takes all the stones from one of his pits and drops them one at a
time into the following pits counterclockwise. If the last stone is dropped
in a pit that contains 1 or 3 stones (2 or 4 with the one just dropped), all
those stones are captured by the player. Also, if there is a continuous
line of pits with either 2 or 4 stones before the one where the capture
has occurred, all the stones in those pits are captured as well. Players
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may capture on either side of the board. The game ends when all the pits
are empty. The player who captured most stones wins the game(Teacher
F, May 2017)
The finding above revealed that the whole process of play games involve the
application of mathematics in real life situation. Therefore there is the need of
encouraging teachers to integrate these games in teaching and learning numeracy
skills.
Furthermore during observation and interviews with teachers, teacher‟s mentions
board games as among of games played by the most of children at home context, one
of the teachers revealed that children draw games by using boxes and during
drawing children draw different shape and line. The study found that one of the
shapes is square and circle, which are part and parcel of early numeracy
development to the children. Another teacher adds that board‟s games stimulate
early numeracy development to the children, this was because children do counting
pebble or stone from one to 24. Therefore during interviews teachers narrated that
board games help children to recognizing numbers and counting. The children were
observed drawing boards games at the ground or dig small holes in the ground. The
process involving counting how many holes or square should be, as well as how
many stone or pebble children should or supposed to have so as to start playing the
games. The figure below indicates example of children played board games at home
context.
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Figure 7. A picture of children play boards games at home.

The figure 7 present children observed play board games at home context during
free play. it is revealed that children learning how to count one to 24 by moving
stone or pebble from one hole to next. The process was paired with numbers. On the
other hand children develop fine and motor skills development for the future
learning and writing skills. The challenges were most of parents they do not want
their children to play with other children. These were reported limit children to
develop of reasoning skills and problem solving skills. Through observation and
interviews responses, the researcher is learnt that board games stimulate the
development of numeracy skills. Parent‟s and teachers' emphasized the use play
games as pedagogical tools as stipulated in the pre-primary syllabus. From the
researcher‟s observation, it was revealed that children play board games without
guidance. In this case, it is obvious that when children play board games they
develop mathematical concept and mathematical language because the process
involves counting, recognizing numbers and thinking where to play so as to win the
game.
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4.3.3 Games with Dice
Game with dice seemed to be common played by pre-primary children and their
parents in the study area. The study findings revealed that games with dice is played
in a group of 2-4 children aged of 3-8 years. During interviews with teachers at
school “F” teachers established that, this is an indoor and outdoor game. In order to
use these games in teaching, you must invite each child to take turns to throw the
dice. Engaging children in discussion, asking them to explain how they worked out
the total numbers of dots. You can use prompts and question such as “what did you
throw?” how many dots did you got? How did you get five dots Tom? Some
children should have to count all the dots on the dice, the process of playing we call
it numeracy skills because we applying the mathematics concept. One of the teachers
argued that,
Each dice contain 1-6 dots. These dots help children to counting and
adding dots during play the games. Therefore, because it is involve
interaction between 2-5 children play these games, children have the
ability to use mathematical language like how many, altogether, count
on, who get less or more than, five during throw the dice (Teacher G,
28th May 2017)
The researcher learned that adding, recognizing and categorizing object it was the
main competence in PPE syllabus. It was the time of teachers starting using Games
with dice in teaching numeracy skills, because games with dice were paired with
numbers.

Also, in the FGD, parents agreed that games with dice were common games played
by children using natural materials like, paper and piece of wood in making a square
and writing dots. The process involving counting, add or subtracting. In one of the
FGD with parents it was narrated that;
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Games with dice help children to learn probability concept and
recognize numbers one up to eight(1-8) because dice contain one up
to 6 or 8dots” dice stimulate children early counting from one to
six, classification concept, shape and pattern (Parent, May 2017)
The parent‟s views above reveals that parents in the study area knew that game with
dice promote development of numeracy skills to children. During observation, the
researcher noted that the games with dice stimulated pre-primary children to learn
numeracy skills and it is also fun for them. The children like to play games at home
and at schools during free play. The reported challenges were that parents and
teachers do not help children during play. Despite the fact that teachers and parents
know the potentiality of the game with dice on developing numeracy skills to the
children, the teachers use stand still method of teaching children how to count
numbers. Similarly, the researcher observed that this game promotes socialization
between among children and teachers when used effectively as the method of
teaching in the pre-primary class because it provides learners an opportunity to
interact with their fellow children, materials, parents and teachers at homes or
schools

4.4 The Contribution of Traditional Games on the Development of Numeracy
Skills among Pre-primary Children
Data for this study objective were collected from parents and pre-primary school
teachers. The transcriptions of the responses were read several times until when clear
and specific message emerged to enable the development of constructs that served as
sub-themes. Few quotations have been provided against each sub-theme to
authenticate the respective sub-themes. Apart from the first main themes, the subthemes were identified, as could be noted in Table 6, i) traditional games motivate
children to learn mathematical concept ii) help children to communicate
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mathematics language iii) facilitate home to school learning (smooth transition to
school) iv) promote independence learning of mathematical concept and selfconfidence v) facilitate the development of other skills(Holistic development) vi)
facilitate collaborative learning and interactive learning(learning by doing)

Table 6. The Contribution of Traditional Games on the Development of
Numeracy Skills of Pre-primary Children
S/N

1

2

Sub-themes

Important quotes

Motivation to learn

Facilitate

mathematical

positive attitude

concepts

toward learning

Teachers

Parents

N=18

N=10

F

%

F

%

12

66.6

4

40

15

83.3

5

50

16

88.9

5

50

10

56

3

30

13

72

4

40

Communications of How much, less
mathematical

than, how many,

language

too many, a lot,
each, another

3

Promote

Children can

independent

learn without

learning of

teachers or

mathematical

parents

concept
4

5

Promote smooth

Increase

transition to

attendance at

schools

schools

Promote

Drawing skills

developments of

and writing

other skills

skills.

Source. Field work, 2017
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4.4.1 Motivate Children to Learn Mathematics Concepts
The data was obtained through FGD and interview with parents and pre-primary
schools teachers. In the interviews, teachers and parents agreed that the traditional
games motivate children to learn mathematical concept. For example, during
interview, teachers revealed that traditional games like pebble games, games with
dice and draft board games do motivate children to learn arithmetic concepts such as
recognizing numbers, counting, recognizing shape and pattern. One of the teachers
added that, this happens when children draw board‟s games on the piece of paper or
on the ground. For example, you can use game with dice to teach children counting
one to ten by embedding them in the process of playing. During the interviews, one
of the teachers was noted that:
These games motivate children to learn mathematical concepts,
because play games are the main activities of the children. Therefore,
traditional games like pebble games, boards games and games with
dice motivate children when used in teaching and learning since it
base on their interest and it is fun (Teacher D, May 2017)
The above explanation from teachers gives the lesson to the researcher about how
traditional games motivate children to learn numeracy skills. Tanzania children
failed to acquire basic numeracy skills due to the poor pedagogical method
employed by teachers. Children have negative attitude to learn mathematics. So it
was the time of using traditional games to teach children numeracy skills because it
was observed by teachers that it was the tools of motivation children to learn.

Furthermore, during the interview parents revealed that traditional games motivate
children‟s learning of mathematical concepts. One of the parents responds that
games are paired with numbers and children like playing games as their activities.
Therefore, children will be motivated when games are integrated in teaching and
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learning. During FGD parents conclude that the games which motivate children‟s
learning of the numeracy skills are all games that involve counting, addition,
subtraction and recognizing shape and pattern. The study finding revealed that these
games include board‟s game; pebble games, jumping rope, and puzzle games. For
instance, one of the parents during interviews in school „B‟ established that:
…children play with puzzle games has possibility to develop
reasoning skills and problem solving techniques. Puzzle games are
paired by different shape and pattern which are critical for their later
learning (Parents D, May 2017)
From observation and interview findings above, it is obvious that the use of games
that children know from home motivate children to learn mathematical concept and
problem solving techniques. Puzzle games and board games teach children to be
critical thinkers and motivate them to continue playing as much as they can in the
group of children. The use of traditional games promotes active learning and positive
attitude toward learning mathematics concepts because their motivated.

4.4.2 Facilitate Communication of Mathematic Language
The analysis of the collected data from teachers and parents through interviews and
FGDs revealed that traditional games were used as a means to develop children with
communication of mathematical language. The teachers and parents established that
children development mathematical language was observed during playing board
games, skipping ropes, games with dice, pebble games and puzzle games. Thus, the
language used in the games was, less than, how many, too many, a lot, each, another
one, take away five or two. Furthermore during observations researcher observed
children play games traditional while communicating these languages. Thus are
start, finish, count forward or backward, first, last, one more, one less, another, next,
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after one touch. The teacher‟s assertions reveal that children communicate these
languages during free play, at the ground or inside the classroom. One of the
teachers asserted that:
During children playing skipping rope/jumping rope they tend to count
and recognizing their marks they got during jumping. The language
communicated is ones, two, and three… next, first, how many. The
children tend to solve simple counting problems and help each other
during playing(Teacher B, May 2017)
This implies that through playing games children communicate mathematical
language, these language skills help them and contribute to the learning as they join
school at the future. The challenges are teachers do not know the importance of
communicating Mathematics language to the children. Most of them are based on
the single method teaching of how to add in a class where pupils are attention
listening to the teachers instead of engaging them in activities like games.

When, parents were asked the same question, replied that games facilities the
communication of mathematical language. Oral mathematical language was very
important in their learning. Children do count during playing, and recognizing who
is the first and who is the last. They determine and explore who is a winner of the
game through mathematical calculations. During the process, children communicate
oral mathematical language and after finishing they calculate the marks and
continues keeping for the next step. One the parents, during interviews, noted that:
My children communicate mathematically language during play. For
example, when playing Rede or pebble games, start with counting one
up to three (Rede) and continue plying by counting. Therefore, during
playing Pebble game, they start counting pebble one to twelve (pebble
games) before standing playing. And during the process of playing they
are still communicate that language like one, two, and three (Parents C,
May 2017)
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The above explanation revealed that mathematical language is very important during
early childhood the Children need these skills for their future academic maturation
and developments. It is from these findings that researcher establishes that play of
traditional games provides

children with the opportunities to communicate in

mathematical language despite the fact that teachers and parents have less concern
on the use of these methods in developing of these skills to the children in Tanzania.

4.4.3 Promotion of Independent Learning and Self Confidence
The data obtained through semi-structured interviews revealed that the traditional
games promote independence learning and self-confidence. Children can play some
games independently at home or at schools. During play, children memorize the
steps and stages of play and they can keep trying until they become winners of the
game. We can find children communicate mathematical language during interaction
with the games. These help children to gain the confidence to play with other
children at schools or at home. If children do not know how to count they cannot
play any game with other children. One of the teachers during interviews added that:
To numerate need to be independent and self-confident in solving simple
problems during play traditional game. If children are afraid to fall
down cannot play jumping rope games, Children can play these games
independently or with the assistance from parents or peers in the group.
Where by children gain confidence and self-resilience(Teacher C,May
2017)
The individual learning and self-directed activities is very important skills for young
children at the early schools age which provide them some confidence. The above
response revealed that the traditional games are tools for building children self
confidence and independent learning. The children need to indenture their own
knowledge and understanding. The respondents‟ cemented that it was through
playing games where children can gain competence of self help and self confidence.
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This is because a playing game is the main activity of children. One of the
respondents said that:
Some children come to school without knowing how to talk and self help
but through some games in teaching they gain competence of self help
and communication for their needs (Teacher F, May 2017)
Furthermore, during FGD and observation with parents, it was found that 78% of
parents agreed that traditional games promote independent learning and self
confidence. Most parents prefer their children to play alone at home. One of the
parents said that, “I need my children to be independent and self directed; I do not
like to interact with other children”. This will help my children to develop in the
sense of self construction of meaning of what he/she understand the world
surrounding him. The author observed that children playing games alone, during
play children communicate through oral mathematical language which is core for
core stand curriculum in pre-primary class. The lesson learned during the
investigation was traditional games promote independent learning to the children
when using in teaching and learning. PPE need to prepare children to be independent
learner and self directed during acquiring educational skills at schools such as
numeracy and literacy skills.

4.4.4 Promote Developments of Drawing Skills and Writing Skills
In this, the analysis of the data collected from parents and teachers through
interviews and FGD. With teachers and parents revealed that traditional games
promote development of other skills to the young children. The skills obtained
through children playing traditional games are writing skills, drawing skills, oral
communication, and socio-emotional development. Children also develop problems
solving skills as well as become the critical thinkers (tools of mind). It was agreed
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that, the holistic development of the children is very importance for any children
from any cultural. Thus is cognitive, socio-emotional and physical development.
Drawing and writing skills are parts and parcel of fine and gross motor skills which
are developed during drawing the games in the piece of paper, a board or on the
ground. One of the parents during FGD established that:
Children draw games on the ground and on the piece of paper. For
example children play boards games (kipande/Kibao games) they draw
the square on the ground. Therefore children draw most of their games
in the piece of paper. The games mostly children draw were Check
number, Dama, Shisima, Draft and Kipande games (Parents E, May
2017)

The narrations above leads into a conclusion that children who play these games
have the possibility to develop drawing and writing skills which are part and parcel
of their learning; Children use their hands to draw and write the scores of the games.
Furthermore during the interviews with teachers in the schools „C‟ teachers revealed
that despite drawing and writing skills children‟s playing traditional games
contribute to the development of socio-emotional development due to the
interactions during playing. The child interacts with material, siblings, peer, teachers
and parents during play which is main core points for social emotional development
due to the interaction and communication within the context. Traditional games help
children to share their views and feeling. These feelings help them to build a strong
relationship and friendship. One of the teachers during interviews said that:
Children „A‟ and „B‟ is friend, their friendship were emerging during
playing football games. During play they count one goal, two goals.
Therefore, during drawing game children communicate and share
feeling which helps them to widen their understanding of numerical
literacy. These children love playing various games, like cards games,
draft, Dama, and Kipande during playing they count one goal, two goals
and three goals. These games involve drawing games and writing scores
(Teacher E, May 2017)
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From the above explanation, the researcher conclude that the traditional games are
potential for developing children drawing skills, writing skills, oral communication,
and the socio-emotional development, problems solving and strategically thinking.
Traditional games facilitate collaborative learning, interactive learning and
development of higher mental function to the children.
4.5

Teachers‟ Perception of the Use of Traditional Games in Teaching and
Developing Numeracy Skills

The information for this objective was obtained through interviews and FGD. The
analysis of the information revealed that teachers have positive attitude toward the
use of traditional games in teaching and learning as stipulated in the pre-primary
syllabus. Trough observation and interviews, teachers contended that, traditional
games were the pedagogical tools in teaching and learning in pre-primary class, they
facilitate smooth transitions to schools and increase attendance in the pre-primary
class, it is a link between theory and practice in teaching numeracy and Mathematics
concept and it is easily way to assessing children progress.
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Table 7. Teachers‟ Perception of the Use of Traditional Games in Teaching
and Developing Numeracy Skills
S/N Sub theme

Description

Teachers
N=18
F

1

Pedagogical tools in

Used

in

teaching

teaching numeracy

shapes and pattern

geometry, 15

%
83

To teach arithmetic skills
2

Facilitate

smooth Increase attendance at school

transition to school
3

61

10

55.5

Positive attitude to school

Facilitate learning by Children learning by doing or
doing

11

interacting with different object
Promote meaningful learning

Source. Field work, 2017

4.5.1 Pedagogical Tool in Teaching and Learning Numeracy Skills
The data for these sub-themes were obtained through interviews and FGD with
teachers. The main finding of these sub-themes was based on the parent‟s perception
about the use of traditional games in teachings numeracy at the pre-primary class as
the pedagogical tools. One of the parents during the interviews established that:
We use traditional games as pedagogical tools. Traditional games
stimulate children of numbers and Mathematical concepts. I use
skipping rope and jumping rope to teach children how to recognize
numbers and count numbers one up to ten. Traditional games are very
important method of teaching children numeracy skills because, through
play, children learning by doing (Teacher E, May 2017)
Another teacher added that:
Traditional games are not potential for teaching Mathematical concept
only, but you can use traditional games to teach children cooperation,
social skills and problems solving techniques. For example, children
who play board games and draft or Dama have the possibility to develop
fine motor skills and problems solving techniques because these games
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teach children to be problems solver and communicate mathematical
language (Teacher F, May 2017)
The perceptions of the teachers of using traditional games as pedagogical tools were
observed by the researcher. Teachers agree to use the traditional games in teaching
numeracy to the pre-primary class. The teachers agree that, traditional games can be
used as teaching aids. One of the teacher content that during interviews in schools
„A‟:
We are using traditional games as teaching aids, but the problem or
challenges we have were lack of teaching and learning resources, large
numbers of students in the class, and time consuming (TeacherA, May
2017)
The lesson learned during the FGD and interviews with teachers in both schools
condemned that, teachers have positive perception of using traditional games in
teaching numeracy skills in pre-primary class. The challenge was many students in
the class, time consuming; lack of teachers‟ creativity, lack of teaching and learning
materials (such as color and pencil), indoor and outdoor environment is not support
children play. Despite of that challenge they agree to use traditional games as
pedagogical tool in teaching and learning in the pre-primary class.

4.5.2 Facilitate Smooth Transitions to Schools and Increase Attendance
In this sub-theme, the study found that 13 teachers equal to 77.7% of the parents
involved in interviews revealed that, play games at school facilitate smooth
transitions to schools and increase attendance. This emerged through teachers‟
responses about their attitude in using traditional games in teaching and learning
numeracy skills in the pre-primary class. During the interview, with teachers it was
they reported that traditional games do facilitate smooth transitions to school and
increase attendance. During the interview, with teachers it was they reported that
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traditional games do facilitate smooth transitions to school and increase attendance.
When researchers asked teachers to say how traditional games increase attendance,
they contended that, playing games is the work of children and children like to play
because proved them fun and enjoyment. Therefore children like to play these games
at home and so if teachers use games in teaching them they will like school and,
hence, facilitate smooth transitions to schools. One of the teachers during interviews
established that:
We have one student who likes to play football every time. This child
attends to school when we have sports classes. This child likes to play
with other children during free play even his father comes to school talk
the same that his child like play rather than studying. This games link
home experience to school experience because most children playing
this games at home context (Teacher C, May 2017)
The teacher‟s affirmation above revealed that teachers understand that traditional
games facilitate smooth transition and increase attendance to schools. Therefore, this
study argued that when these games used as the pedagogical tools in Tanzania preprimary school would increase school attendance as well as fill the gap between
homes to school.

The lesson learned during interview and observation with teachers reviled that
teachers who were interviewed have positive perception about the contribution of
traditional games in facilitating smooth transitions to schools and increase
attendance to the children. These lead to the researcher to conclude that, traditional
games facilitate smooth transitions to schools and increase attendance because
children go to schools with difference educational skills, traditional games was
among of them which facilitate smooth traditional to school. The experience
revealed that play and games link home experience to school experience of the
children in any cultural.
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4.5.3 They Facilitate Learning by Doing
During the interview with teachers, it was depicted that traditional games do
facilitate learning by doing mathematics concept. The teachers who are interviewed
and observed teachers mentioned traditional games facilities children learning by
doing mathematics concept. During interviews teachers condemned that,
mathematics teaching needs student involvement and practice at every stage of their
learning. It was only skipping rope, pebble games, and board‟s games we can to
teach children counting and recognizing numbers by doing. One of the teachers
during interviews state that;
Before children playing Shisima boards games, they need to find piece of
paper and pencil or color to draws, and then measuring how many
centimeters for each line on the paper and then divide the paper in to
equal side. Not any that but also children find the bottle cups with
different color and shape. Each player supposed to have three (3) of
them and the winner is the one who his bottle cups or pebble will be in
the straight line(Teacher D, May 2017)
These may be summarized with the argument that the whole processes of playing
games involve children themselves; each process involves application of
mathematical knowledge. These occur just as one starting playing the game up to the
end of playing a game. The author learned that, when teachers use traditional games
to teach children how to play children will learn by doing, which is critical for
promoting meaningful learning or constructivism paradigm. Teachers have positive
perception on the contribution of traditional games in facilitating learning by doing
mathematics concept in the pre-primary class. The challenges were observed on the
poor education about the importance of play and games in early childhood education
in Tanzania. Parents, teacher and all educational stakeholder education about
traditional games were needed to maintain holistic development of children in PPE.
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4.6 Challenges Facing Teachers during the Use of Traditional Games in
Teaching and Learning Numeracy Skills
In this objective, the study investigated the challenges facing pre-primary school
teachers on the use of traditional games in teaching and learning numeracy skills in
the pre-primary class. The responses from informants showed that there were a
number of challenges affected uses of traditional games as the pedagogical tools in
teaching numeracy skills. The most significant findings reported were the lack of
teaching and learning materials, lack of teacher‟s creativity, curriculum related
challenge, and poor parents‟ cooperation as presented in Table 8.

Table 8. Challenges Facing Teachers in Using Traditional Games in Teaching
Numeracy Skills in Pre-primary Class
S/N Sub theme

Description

Teachers
N=18
F

1

2

Lack of teaching and

color, pencil, paper, manila card, 15

learning material

games material

Lack

of

creativity

teachers Lack of in-service training
and

%
83

11

61

10

55.5

13

72

time Play games in the class take time

consuming
3

Curriculum challenges

No curriculum guide book
20 minutes for outdoor play was
not enough

4

Teachers student ratio

More than 130 children in the
single class

Source. Field work, 2017
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4.6.1 Lack of Teaching and Learning Materials
In this sub-theme, data were collected through FGD and interviews with teachers.
Lack of teaching and learning games materials were reported by teachers teaching
pre-primary class. The teacher established that there are no enough books, manila
cards, colours, crayons, pencils and mark pens. These materials are important to help
children in drawing because most of games involve drawing. The teachers
established that most of the indoor games are based on drawing. For example
Shisima, Draft, Dama and check number games need children to draw and use pencil
or pens to recording marks. One of the teachers in school „B‟ asserted that;
We do not have teaching and learning games material; we do not have
enough manila cards, colours, and marker pens. The Government does
not provide teaching and learning material. I think the Government
doesn‟t see the importance, they are not included in the capitation grant
and the head teacher will tell you that he/she has no budget for preprimary learners (Teacher K, May 2016)
Another teacher added that;
We have a new curriculum for PPE. We do not have teachers guide book
which show how we can teach children to learn by using play games as
what stipulated in the syllabus. Most of games are new for me if I have
guide books I can try to teach children. I am design traditional material
by using bottle tap and box, but we do not have shelf to store that
materials (Teacher C, May 2017)
According to the above views from teachers the researchers to conclude that, there is
the need of Tanzania government to provide curriculum materials. These materials
were teachers guide books, manila cards, colours, and marker pens. Availability of
these materials stimulates teachers and children to design material which support
teaching and learning numeracy skills.

As noted above, the lack of teaching and learning materials seems to be a big
challenge which makes teachers not to use games in teaching numeracy skills,
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despite of their potentiality in PPE education in Tanzania. Therefore, the
unavailability teachers guide books, manila cards and poor government plan to
invest in PPE is a challenge because there is no favorable environment for
supporting children to learn basic skills numeracy is among of them.

4.6.2 Lack of Teachers Creativity and Time Consuming
The lack of teachers‟ creativity and time consuming is another challenge reported by
61% of teachers during interview. The findings established that most of the preprimary teachers are above of 45 years these teachers cannot think of the use of
games in teaching children since today. The lack creativity and most of them have
20 and above work experience. These teachers have no creativity compared to
teachers who using current teachers education curriculum. The finding discovered
that most of the teachers do not even use finger game to teachers‟ children how to
count. The reason why they do not use it is the lack of in-serve training on the
professional development. One of the teachers concluded that:
We are tired for teaching that the why we are given to teach in the early
grade. We lack in-service training despite the changes taking place in
education system. I have 25years work experience but I have attended
only one workshop training at UDOM which is sponsored by GPELANES. The workshop helps me a lot to teach children based on play as
teaching and learning method (Teacher G, May 2017)
Also, during the interviews, teachers established that it is challenging to use
traditional game in teaching because of time consuming. Most of the teachers are
afraid to use games in teaching because it was take time in preparing materials and
organizing children in the group. One of the teachers noted that:

Preparation of games takes time preparing material and organizing
children in the group. For example preparing boards games takes time
in preparation of colours and boards for playing. We do not use them
because teaching by using games it is take time. As what we see, we
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don‟t have even manila cards for drawing those games (Teacher H, May
2017)
The above finding revealed that lack of teachers‟ creativity and claim ofthat teachers
that games take time in preparation were observed 13 teachers equal to 72.3 of
teachers involved in the study. The reason was shortage of in-service training
programme for pre-primary children, which cause lack of teacher‟s creativity. Most
of teachers think that it is better to use lecture method in teaching rather than use
traditional games in teaching numeracy skills. The notion is based on lack of
creativity and professional development knowledge. Author perspective was that,
lack of creativity and time consuming; were the critical factors which hinder
teachers to use traditional games in teaching numeracy skills despite of their
potentialities in teaching and learning numeracy skills to the pre-primary children.

4.6.3 Challenges of Teachers Student Ratio
Pupil‟s teacher ratio was the challenges reported by 72% of teachers during
interview and observation. Teachers were asked to say the challenges facing them
during using traditional games in teaching numeracy skills. The responses were that
there were overcrowded class rooms, about 100-130, with one teacher in the class
room and in some schools they combine pre-primary and primary school children.
The reason why was lack of teachers and lack of buildings. The figure 8 verifying
the classroom with 100 children with one teacher‟s in the school “C”. The children‟s
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listening what teachers say and writing instead or learning by doing.

Figure 8. A picture of overcrowded classroom
During interviews with teachers, one of the teachers said that:
I have 100 students in my class, how I can use games in teaching
numeracy skills instead of using lecture or writing some numbers in
their exercise book. Stand still is good method in teaching in
overcrowded class. I think games children can play at home or during
free play. Also the school inspector emphasis on teaching children
writer and counting skill, and how teachers will cover the
syllabus(Teacher D, May 2017)
The above finding shows that in Tanzania pre-primary class; there are a large
numbers of students in the class. The reason if free education announced by the
Government based on slogan of “Hapa Kazi Tu” and current ETP of 2014 which
demand children to start schools with average of 3 years old. This factor motivates
parents to send their children to schools without focus of who supposed to teach
children at schools. The teachers complained that the government focused on the
enrolment of children in the school without improving the facilities. The
governments forget to employ teachers and building class room. Therefore the
assessments of teachers with fake certificate affect the availability of teachers in preprimary class because most of teachers who teach pre-primary class have suspected
with fake certificate.
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4.7 Summary of the Major Findings
In the main, the study established that traditional games contribute to the
development of numeracy skills to the pre-primary children. Traditional games are
confirmed to contribute to the development of numeracy skills to the pre-primary
children. The games which contribute to the development of numeracy skills were,
Pebble games, board‟s games, games with dice, card games and puzzle games.
Therefore, the games are said to be the source of motivation, positive attitude toward
learning mathematics concept; facilitate smooth transition to schools and meaningful
learning. However, some of teachers still do not know how traditional games
contribute to the development of numeracy skills to the pre-primary children.
Also, the study established that teachers have positive perceptions on the use of
traditional games in teaching and learning numeracy skills to pre-primary children
like using traditional games as the pedagogical tools in PPE. Finally, teachers
mentioned the challenges which hinder the use of traditional games in teaching and
learning in the pre-primary class as follows, lack of teaching and learning material,
time consuming, overcrowded classroom, poor cooperation between teachers and
parents as well as poor education about the importance of play and games in PPE.
Education about the importance of traditional games and their contribution in
developing children numeracy skills in PPE in Tanzania is needed for policy
decision making and practice.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSIONS OF THE FINDINGS
5.0 Introduction
This chapter discusses the main findings presented in chapter four. The findings are
discussed in relation to the research objectives and questions as mentioned in chapter
one. The sections is divided into four sub-sections, namely the traditional games
played by pre-primary children to stimulate development of numeracy skills, the
contribution of traditional games in developing numeracy skills to the pre-primary
children, the teachers perceptions on the use of the traditional games in teaching and
learning numeracy skills in the pre-primary class and lastly the challenges faced by
teachers in using traditional games in teaching and learning.

5.1 Traditional Games that Develop Numeracy Skills to the Pre-primary
Children
In this study, it was revealed that the traditional games that are available, could be
accessed and played by by children at their home places are pebble games, board
games, games with dice, rope jumping, card games and puzzle games. The interview
and observations findings revealed that children played these games individually or
in the groups both at home and at schools. These are good news to know that there
are traditional games available in the children‟s homes places and could be played
by the children without their parents incurring any expense to buy the materials for
playing. For example, children could play the games individually or in groups with
fellow pupils. However, it is important to put it clear that this is not the first study to
discover the availability of traditional games at children‟s home places, studies by
Gerdes (1994), Zulkardi (2011), Baturo, Norton and Cooper (2004), Ahmad, Shaie
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and Latif (2015) had earlier cited these games when arguing their importance in
building pupils knowledge in numeracy and literacy skills.

Furthermore, the current study found that, pebble games facilitate development of
counting skills, additions and subtraction. The finding of the current study are
supported by Zaslavsky (2002) who found that board games (AYO) and pebble
games encourage a player to count quickly and accurately clock-arithmetic‟s
because there are twelve holes and move anti-clockwise or clockwise, just as Gerdes
(1994) accentuate that AYO game help children to read the clock as well as basic
arithmetic operation (addition, subtraction, division and counting) which are basic
numeracy skills in pre primary curriculum. Also, the study findings reveals that It is
important to remember that pebble games are not universal, they vary from one
society to another and so the relevance of a game is determined by the society.

The current study found that Tanzania can take some lessons from other countries,
particularly the developed countries, where traditional games have successfully been
used. For example, in Norway, Finland and Sweden the process of counting and
recognizing numbers to the PPE is not an issue because every child has more than
one hundred games to play at home. These include both traditional games made by
the materials found in nature and computer games. This then informs that parents
have to design and teach their children many games as each of the games have a
significance to add in the child‟s growth. Just like it is in Norway (see Holy, 2013),
parents in Tanzania need to play games with their children at home during lunch
time and during dinner time. They need to ask their children, during lunch or dinner
time, about how many spoons did you have or give me two spoons from your plate.
These suggestions follow from the findings of this study that parents in Tanzania are
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always busy with the economic activities forgetting their roles in playing with
children for their healthy growth and cognitive development. This problem was also
found to be common among teachers as they do not have time to play with children
at school. The reason is the lack of education about the importance of games and
playing with their children in children holistic development.

It is astonishing to see that the government, policy makers and parents were not
putting much emphasis on the use of traditional games on the development of
children physical, social and cognitive development. While Tanzania is still lagging
behind in the use of traditional games, studies everywhere insist on the holistic
development of the children. For example, Jean Piaget (1969) believed that, for
children development of cognitive development, they must play with concrete
materials or object which found at home. If these materials are used, they would
help to develop literacy and numeracy skills. Traditional games are fit to this fact.

There is also a considerable emphasis put forward by the UNESCO (2013) in
collaborations with global partnership on introducing traditional games, honing
skills and dexterity for education. UNESCO and the associates believe that
traditional games encourage mathematical reasoning, maintain interest and easily to
prepare. Similarly, Howell and Kemp (2005), Rutherford (2015), Pareto et al.(2011)
and Premier and Cabinet (2002)emphasize that boards games facilitate problem
solving skills to meet the common core Mathematics standard in counting, numbers
operation, addition and subtraction. Hunt (2013) further put weight to this
requirement with an argument that children who play traditional games at home and
at schools developed numeracy skills compared to the children who did not play.
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Early numeracy development start from home and these are obtained through
various games found in nature (Dempsey et al., 1996; Betz, 1995; Jonson, 2001).

Another advantage necessitating the use of traditional games to teach learners is that
they are easy to prepare and, thus, they can be used everywhere in the country.
However, teachers should be well prepared at the college to implement the play as
the pedagogical tools in PPE instead of resorting on the lecture method only. This
suggestion has, appropriately, worked in China, India and Finland, in PPE teacher‟s
preparation. The student teachers have a subject called educational pedagogy in
ECE. One of the objectives is design games surrounding the community which
would help children to learn. Therefore, they will help them to understand songs and
games which present the nation or country. Teachers should be taught how they
canuse these in teaching the literacy and numeracy at school. The changes of
preparation of our teachers are needed in Tanzania.

Therefore, since this study realized that children everywhere and in this study
develop numeracy skills needed in the interaction between children and the materials
found in nature, it is a high time that traditional games are used to teach them. This
use will help them to develop higher thinking, problems solving skills, creativity and
reasoning skills. Also, parents and teachers should understand that pebble, boards,
card, and puzzle games stimulate the development of numeracy skills and so they
should be engaged in their children‟s learning. The knowledge of the potentiality of
traditional games is needed by both teachers and parents. These games must be
embedded in the PPE curriculum and teacher‟s education curriculum in Tanzania.
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5.2 The Contribution of Traditional Games on the Development of Numeracy
Skills
This study found that traditional games have a contribution to the development
children‟s numeracy skills in Tanzania. Further, the study found that both parents
and teachers a have a positive perceptions on the potentiality of traditional games in
children‟s learning of numeracy skills. Teachers looked at the traditional games on
the children development and learning while parents informed about the specific
skills such as reasoning skills and creativity. The finding from parents and teachers
revealed that traditional games have a contribution to the development of numeracy
skills. Thus, the games are a motivation for children to learn mathematical concepts,
facilitate children to communicate mathematical language, promote independence
learning, promoter holistic development and facilitate smooth transition to school.

The finding established that traditional games facilitate positive attitudes toward
learning mathematical concept as the learners play them with interest. The pleasure
which children get as they play the traditional games motivates them to learn
mathematical concepts. This was also observed by Davies (1995),Alridge and
Badham (1993) who put that children get motivation when they freely choose to
participate in the games which are enjoying. In this, the games provide children with
an opportunity to build self-concept and develop good attitude towards Mathematics.

Another advantage of the traditional games is that children get opportunity to learn
in the environment where there is reduced fear of failure and errors (Alridge &
Badham, 1993). If this is used in the country, it will instill in the children‟s mind the
interest to learn Mathematics as it is found that children lack motivation to learn the
subject and negative perception about Mathematics (Uwezo, 2011; UNESCO, 2012;
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Twaweza, 2014; Baraka, 2014). It is further pointed out that children believe that
Mathematics is very difficult subject because there is no relation to the actual life
situation. This study, therefore, establishes that traditional games are an important
motivation that would promote or facilitate active learning among the children in
Tanzania. According to Pareto et al. (2011)and Ahmad and Latih (2010) games
increase students Mathematics achievement and performance and promote positive
attitude towards mathematics. Pareto et al. (2011) add that games helped students
improve their performance in Mathematics and self-efficacy beliefs. Similarly, Lee
(2009) report on the creation and evaluation of an education games on fractions and
mention that it improved student understanding and performance.

It is argued that active learning is a product of personal constructivism; this is very
well established in the theorization by Jean Piaget (1963) who puts that plays are a
fundamental role in the development of cognition. The development of numeracy
skills takes place through three interrelated processes, namely organization,
adaptation and equilibration (Cook & Cook, 2005). This finding, therefore, has an
implication that teachers and parents must be preparing activities based on the age of
the children so as to maintain the involvement of the children in that activity. This
research established that lecture method is being used by pre-primary teachers but it
is not helpful for children to learn and, in turn, the children dislike the subject. An
alternative to this is to let children construct their own meaning as they play the
traditional games at school, home and around streets.

It is also established, in this study, that the traditional games enhance language
development among children as they speak during the play. Also, the language
spoken by most of the children during play is the language of Mathematics as pupils
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get involved in counting, adding and subtracting scores as they play. The children
communicate this language during the interaction with material and the people in the
natural setting. It is obvious that learning and communicating Mathematics concepts
require language skills and the importance of traditional games in developing
mathematical skills cannot be ignored. It was also observed by Casserly, Moffett and
Tienan (2011),in Norway, whose findings show that games such as games with dice,
card games and boards do facilitate and communicate mathematical literacy in the
kindergarten classroom. Anghiler and Jonson (1992) add that, through play games,
children learn oral communication and development of vocabulary. A lot has also
been emphasized by Lev Vygotsky (1978) that language development is primarily
determent by social interaction during children play with more knowledgeable others
(MKO). The language development is an importance factor for the children‟s
development of mental function. The Mathematics concepts depend on the
children‟s ability to communicate their needs during their interactions with teachers
at schools. Putting it in summary, one can say that no language no development of
thinking and mathematical language. To be numerical need to be able to
communicate Mathematics language, either at home or at school. For example, we
know that (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0) and (- , +, x) are the symbols in mathematics but
each symbol has difference meaning according to the context. Jonson (2015) added
that Mathematics has its own language, what we have already family with is (1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0) and (- , +, x). (+) in Mathematics can be “add, positive, increase or
plus” and (-) can be “minus, subtract, take away, negative and decrease.” The
children need to know and communicate this language before starting primary
school, the traditional games fit in this point.
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Therefore, this study concludes that traditional games promote independent learning
which means that children can learn without teachers or parents (personal
construction of knowledge). Numeracy developments need independent learning and
meaningful situation which was the product of playing games, young children learn
through play. Similarly, Ku, Chen, Wu, Lao, and Chan (2014) have their findings
showing that traditional games promote independent learning of Mathematics
concept because children can play these games alone at school or at home. The role
of parents and teachers was to design a favorable environment for children to play
individually. When children play alone gain a lot of educational skills like oral
communication, curiosity and creativity. According to Berhenke (2013), independent
learning was when an individual was able to think, act and pursue their own study
autonomously without the same levels of support you receive from a teacher at
school. For children to develop numeracy you needed to be motivated, resilience to
overcome challenges and excellence to overcome time. It is this reason that this
study focused on the use of traditional games to promote independent learning
among children in pre-primary schools.

This study also realized that traditional games facilitate the development of others
skills. These are writing skills and drawing skills of numbers and letter, critical
thinking, problems solving, cooperation learning and collaborations learning
children working in group and supporting each other. Similarly, the study of Titus
(2016) which focused on the importance of drawing in children communication
found that children can draw numbers on the ground during play playing games.
Carpenter and Moser (2011) added that, during playing, children develop writing
skills, physical development and social emotional development due to the interaction
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within the community or interaction between children and materials. Children use
their finger to draw games on the ground or dig a small hole on the ground, the
process which helps the children to develop drawing skills and fine motor skills
(Clements, 2010).

In practice, this study found that both parents and teachers have knowledge about the
contribution of traditional games in development of children numeracy skills.
Unfortunately, teachers do not use or put emphasis on the use of traditional games as
the teaching and learning method, lecture method was dominant in Tanzania PPE.
The reason is that there is a large number of children in the class and the lack of
teachers‟ creativity among the teachers. These finding concur with the study of
Baraka (2014) and Asha (2017) who argued that the teaching and learning
environment is not conducive for children to play various types of games. The PPE
curriculum stipulates only 20 minutes per a day for children to do outdoor activities
like playing. This limits teachers and children from participating in the design and
play of the outdoor games. According to the High Scope Model (1979), teaching and
learning environment should be indoor and outdoor so as to facilitate the active
learning. The organization of space and materials must engage children in a wide
range of play a lone and with others, including exploring, building, pretending,
painting, drawing and play simple games. The materials should be natural and must
reflect children family life (Hohmann, Banet & Weikart, 1979).

Maria Montessori(1897-1952) added that the indoor and outdoor environment must
have material found in nature for children to play for must have the materials which
are based on the interest of the learner, freedom of movement and availability of
material and use which found in nature (Wilson, 2010:2014). Traditional games
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were fit to this perspective so as to maintain active learning, independence learning
and children self confidence as founded in this study. In the Tanzanian context, there
are poor indoor and outdoor spaces for children learning and development. The
research sought and encourages the Government to structure the PPE curriculum and
redesign the early childhood classroom which will support active learning and play
and games activities as stipulated in the new PPE curriculum of (2016) and ETP of
(2014).
5.3 Teacher‟s Opinion on the Use of Traditional Games in Teaching and
Development of Numeracy skills.
This study establishes that traditional games should become an integral part of the
contemporary teaching strategies and their usage is one of the goals of contemporary
education (Clements, 2001). Teachers have a positive opinion on the use of
traditional games in teaching and development of numeracy skills to the pre-primary
children (Way, 2011; NCTM, 2000). The study found that traditional games were
pedagogical tools in teaching and learning, facilitate smooth transitions to schools
and increase attendance in the pre-primary class. Traditional games act as the link
between theory and practice in teaching mathematical concepts and it is an easy way
to assessing children progress. A few teachers do not know whether traditional
games contribute to the development of numeracy skills. They think that traditional
games are very difficult and irrelevant to be performed by teachers. They suggest
that children play games at home and during free play and not during teaching and
learning process.

The researcher realized that teachers who have positive perception on the use of
traditional games as the teaching method are those who attending LANES workshop
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at the university of Dodoma. They content that the traditional games facilitate
smooth transitional to schools and easily to assessing children‟s progress. This was
the similarly of the study conducted by McCoyo (2004) which focused on the
teachers perception on children transition to primary schools. He found that children
love to play various games available in their social context. Playing games eliminate
gap between homes to schools. He added that children who are interviewed dislike
primary schools because there is no time to play games. We love play because is fun
and leisure for us (Cohen, 1993; Admin, 2012)

Oldfield (1991) found that traditional games provide the link between theory and
practice and also it was easily method to assessing what a child is able to do
independent and what children do with the assistance of peers, parents or teachers.
This was supported by the Social Cultural Theory of Lev Vygotsk (1978) which is
based on the idea of ZPD and Scaffolding. Vygotsky contends that trough interaction
between children and teacher is where a teacher will assess what children able to do
and what is not able to do. The teachers should provide a maximum or minimum
assistance to the children according to their level of performance of the certain
activities(Williams & Burden, 1997). For children to learn Mathematic concepts,
they need teachers to help children in counting and recognizing numbers, shapes and
space during the interaction in the social context. Shaffer (1996) gives an example of
a young girl who is given her first jigsaw without assistance from other sand she
performs poorly in attempting to solve the puzzle. This study concludes that
mathematical learning need good interaction between children, materials and family
members, teachers and parents are among of them.
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In practice, there is less relationship and interaction between children, teachers and
parents. Children do not have enough time to interact with their teachers and parents.
Teachers use stands still method of teaching Mathematics which become difficult for
children to master the 3RS. Parents think that all education practices are a
responsibility of the teachers. Uwezo (2014) and Kitta (2004), in Tanzania, also
found a lack good relationship between teachers and parents, parents and children
and teachers and children. This understanding by parents in Tanzania is contrary to
the understanding of parents in Norway where there was strong good relationship
between teachers and parents as well as children and teachers. What happens at
school is what happens at home. Joan and Kerta (2016) substantiates this with an
argument that, in Norway, every child has more than hundred toys and games at
home was and it is the duties of parents to assist children to play those games and
write a report of what their children are able to do at home and school. The children
love school and feel safe when interact with teachers and their parents.

Finally, the researcher contends that teachers have good perception of using
traditional games as the method of teaching and learning. Their views were focused
on the use of traditional games as the pedagogical tools not only in teaching
Mathematics concepts but all aspect of children learning and development at school
and home. Their perception was based on the social development, cognitive and
physical development.

5.4 Challenges which Hinder the Use of Traditional Games in Teaching and
Learning Numeracy Skills
The findings revealed that the lack of teaching and learning material, the lack of
creativity among teachers, time consuming, overcrowded classroom and poor
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cooperation between teachers and parents were the factors which hinder the
implementation traditional games in teaching and learning numeracy skills and other
skills.
The author of this study confirmed that teachers‟ failure on the use traditional games
in teaching and development of numeracy skills among children is due to the lack of
teaching and learning materials. Teachers established that the materials such as
manila, papers, mark pens and balls are very important for teaching children how to
draw some games. Children need pens and papers to draw games and marks during
the play games. One of the teachers summarized that they are lacking the drawing
materials, such as color, pencil and paper because most of the games involving
drawing so it is difficult to use games in teaching and learning. These findings are
supported by the study conducted by Titus (2016) and Hamad (2012).They observed
that the lack of drawing materials is a great challenge in the implementation of
drawing skills to the children. Titus (2016) added that most of the children love
drawing numbers and scores during play games but they do not have material for
drawing. Also, Tandika (2014),in his study which focused on the quality of PPE
education, observed the lack of teaching material as the factor which hinders the
quality of PPE. The researcher noted that teaching and learning materials are very
important for children‟s development and learning, children needed to interact with
materials and people surround him/her for the lack of development of literacy and
numeracy skills.
Moreover, the lack of teachers‟ creativity and time consuming is another challenge
that hinders teachers from not using traditional games in developing children‟s
numeracy skills. Teachers use lecture method during teaching regardless of the play
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as teaching and learning pedagogical tools are stipulated in the PPE syllabus. 75% of
teachers are adults and never attend any in-service training. The lack of creativity
makes teachers lament that preparing games takes lot time compared to the lecture
method teaching strategies. This concurs with the Maija (2009) who fund that the
lack of education leads to the teachers‟ low creativity in teaching and learning
Mathematics concepts. Teachers still use lecture method in teaching Mathematics.
Dickey (2011) further informs that teachers do not even use teaching aids when
teaching. This is argued to be causing children to fail to associate what they have
been taught at school and what they learn.

Generally, there is a lack of creativity and teachers do not use play based curriculum
in the belief that it is time consuming. While the lack of creativity seems to be the
main problem hindering the use of traditional games in the pre-primary schools, the
Government seems to be ignoring to employ the newly trained teachers who have
been graduating from the universities and colleges around the country. In fact, there
are many graduates who graduated as from the year 2014 and they have not yet
employed to address this challenge of the lack of creativity. It is a high time that the
Government considers employing these teachers to address this serious problem. It
is, also, important to know that traditional games need a reasonable number of
people in a group to design and play games they know from home. This study
revealed that overcrowded classroom is a challenge that hinders the use of traditional
games in the development of numeracy skills to the pre-primary children in
Tanzania. The teachers‟ student ratio is 1:130 (one teacher per one hundred and
thirty children). The reason accounted to the over crowdedness is free education
announced by the government and current ETP of 2014 which demand all school
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appropriate children to start school free from all kinds of contributions that were
required at school. This factor motivated parents to send their children to schools
without the focus of who is to teach children at schools.

The teachers condemned that the Government is focused on the enrolment of
children in the school without considering the required standards. It is argued by
Harmison and Tylor (2013) that the implementation of teachers student ration is very
difficult due to the increased population in the classrooms. Most of African countries
have a large number of students in the classroom (Unesco, 2010: 2012, HakiElimu,
2014; Baraka, 2014). This situation is different from the situation in the European
countries, like Sweden, Finland, Denmark and Norway whereby teachers student
ratio was three teachers per sixteen children in the single class (3:16). With this
situation, it is logical to say that the teachers cannot use traditional games in
enhancing literacy and numeracy skills until when the appropriate numbers of pupils
is considered in the schools in Tanzania.

Therefore, in order to improve the early childhood education in Tanzania, we need
the Government‟s commitment to the implementation of the EPT and the PPE new
curriculum which focuses on the 3Rs. The implantation and success of the ETP can
be achieved if the Government will use well trained teachers and the designer of the
teaching and learning environment which support children holistic development.
There must be the collaboration between teachers and parents in children learning
and development especially in literacy and numeracy skills programme
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CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.0 Introduction
This chapter presents the summary, conclusions and recommendations made by the
study. It begins by highlighting the major findings of the study followed by the
conclusions drawn based on the objectives of the study. Finally, it presents the
recommendations for action, policy and for further research based on the study
findings.

6.1 Summary of the Study
The purpose of this study was to investigate the contribution of traditional games in
developing children‟s numeracy skills in the pre-primary schools in Tanzania. The
study was guided by four objectives, namely to explore the traditional games played
by pre-primary children that stimulate development of numeracy skills; to determine
the contribution of traditional games on the development of numeracy skills of preprimary children; to establish teachers‟ perceptions on the use of traditional games in
teaching and developing numeracy skills among children in pre-primary class and
the challenges that hinder teachers from using traditional games as a pedagogical
tool for enhancing numeracy and literacy skills among the pre-primary school
children. The study took place in Rombo District in Kilimanjaro region.

A review of related literature was conducted which was the basis for the theoretical
framework which was Socio-Cultural Theory of Lev Vygotsky‟s and Cognitive
Developmental Theory of learning of Jean Piaget. Empirical literature from
developed and developing countries including Tanzania was also reviewed before
establishing a research gap that the study sought to fill. The study was conducted in
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six public primary schools in Rombo District in Kilimanjaro region which involved
a total number of 28 participants. It was composed of 18 teachers (female), 10
parents (three male and 7 females) and pre-primary children who were observed
during the study.

The study employed two sampling techniques; purposive sampling to obtain preprimary school teachers and convenience sampling technique for selecting parents.
Furthermore, the study employed a descriptive case study design through qualitative
approach. Data were collected through semi-structured interview; observation and
Focus Group Discussion. Triangulation method, back translation and think
description were used so as to maintain validity and reliability of the study. Ethical
consideration was also considered by not only getting permission from all relevant
authorities but also maintaining the element of confidentiality throughout the
research and writing process. Therefore, the data were analyzed based on themes and
resulted into the emergence of different sub-themes.

6.2 Summary of the Results
This section summarizes the results obtained as per objective

6.2.1 Traditional Games Played by Pre-Primary Children that Stimulate
Development of Numeracy Skills
In achieving the purpose of investigating the contribution of traditional games in
developing children numeracy skills in Tanzania, the study began by exploring
parents and teachers conception on the meaning of traditional games and
development of numeracy skills. The study found that teachers and parents differ do
in understanding on the traditional games which stimulate development of numeracy
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skills to the young children. Due to the their educational backgrounds and
experience in implementing pre-school curriculum, teachers had good understanding
about traditional games and their contribution in development of numeracy skills to
the young children.

The study found that traditional games which stimulate the development of
numeracy skills were pebble games, board games, game with dice, check number,
card games and puzzle games. Parents and teachers were of the view that children
who engage in playing these games have the chance to be critical thinkers and
problem solvers. Therefore, the parents and teachers reported several educational
skills obtained through the use of traditional games, like Mathematical concepts,
addition, subtraction, multiplication, number reasoning, and number operation. Also,
the children who play puzzle games have possibility to develop knowledge in
shapes, pattern, and probability concepts and recognize numbers and shapes. Lastly,
the study respondents revealed the importance of traditional games of other social
and school achievements of the child. This confirms that traditional games are an
effective means of young children development holistically.

6.2.2 The Contribution of Traditional Games on the Development of Numeracy
Skills of Pre-primary Children
The study findings indicated the traditional games are significant in developing
numeracy skills to the pre-primary children. The findings revealed that traditional
games contribute to the development of children numeracy skills in many directions.
The study found that 15 teachers equal to 83.3% of teachers involved in the study
and 5 parents equal 50 % of parents involved in the study reported that traditional
games a tool for motivation children to learn Mathematics concept, they facilitate
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independent learning and self confidence, and help children to develop writing and
drawing skills. Traditional games facilitate communication of mathematical
language, collaborative learning and provide meaningful situation to learn
mathematical concepts. The challenges were lack of physical space of children to
play traditional games at schools and at home. Poor parent‟s involvements in
children education were reported the challenges hinder the use of traditional games
in teaching.

The study noted that, through the use of traditional games children can communicate
mathematical language and facilitate positive attitude toward learning Mathematics
concepts. Due to the factor that Tanzania children, teachers and parents they have
negative attitude that traditional games were very difficult subject hence lack
motivation to learn.
6.2.3 Teachers‟ Perception on the Use of Traditional Games in Teaching and
Developing Numeracy Skills among Children in Pre-Primary Class
The study findings exposed that the teachers have positive perception on the use of
traditional games in teaching and learning numeracy skills in the pre-primary
classroom. The findings established that traditional games must be used as the
pedagogical tools in teaching literacy and numeracy skills at the PPE in Tanzania.
The teachers‟ views were based on the potentiality of traditional games in the sense
that traditional games provide a meaningful situation to learn Mathematics skills and
concept, easily to assessing children progress and facilitate smooth transition to
school. Also, teachers perceived that lack of teaching and learning materials and
overcrowded classroom are the factor that hinders the use of traditional games as the
pedagogical tools in the PPE.
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6.2.4 Challenges Facing Teachers during Teaching and Learning Using
Traditional Games
The findings revealed that the lack of the materials for playing games, lack of
creativity among teachers, poor education, time for preparation and playing,
overcrowded classroom and poor cooperation between teachers and parents were the
factors which hindered the implementation traditional games in teaching and
learning of numeracy skills and other skills. It was found that the teachers‟ lack of
creativity was influenced by the lack of training in the colleges. Therefore, the lack
of in-serve training was another factor which hindered teachers from using
traditional games. The Government‟s frequent changes of the pre-primary
curriculum without consulting teachers as well as poor provision of the curriculum
materials to the teachers were other problems. In this case, the Government must
provide is-service programmes and provide teaching and learning material which
will help teachers in designing teaching and learning activities.
6.3 Conclusions of the Study
In the light of the research findings and discussion, the following conclusions are
made based on the objectives of the study. First, teachers and parents held differing
exposure in terms of experiences to the contribution of traditional games in teaching
and learning. Their experience differed in term of educational level and age. Parents
and teachers have positive perception towards the use of games in teaching and
learning Mathematics among children. The traditional games that contribute to the
development of numeracy skills are pebble games, board‟s games, games with dice,
card games, puzzle games and jumping rope. The educational skills founded in
traditional games to the pre-primary children were recognizing numbers, numbers
operations, numbers relationships, numbers and counting, time and money and
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shapes of objects. Also, the games stimulate the development of arithmetic‟s skills to
the children thus additional, subtraction, multiplication and division at the early
stage of learning.

Through this study, it is revealed that games are the work and main activities of the
children, traditional games provide positive attitude toward learning mathematical
concepts among children during learning.

It is, thus, suggested that traditional

games as the pedagogical tools in teaching and learning numeracy skills in Tanzania
because traditional games motivate children to learn Mathematics; they promote
communication through Mathematics language and facilitate independent learning
and smooth transitions to primary schools.

Therefore, in order to enhance the use of traditional games among learners, it is
important that teachers in pre-primary schools put much emphasis on the use of
games in their teaching and learning. This would create an interactive learning class.
However, parents should support the use of games through creating conducive
environment for their children learning and value as well as guide children in
playing different types of games at home. It was revealed that teachers and parents
have a paramount role in enhancing young children‟s communication through
mathematical language and use of Mathematics in everyday life situation. Among
the important activities teachers do in promoting young children was to make sure
that game matches the mathematical objective, to use games for specific purpose,
not just time-fillers, send and establish games with children for homework, keep the
games completion time short. Therefore, the traditional games should have enough
elements to allow weaker student to feel that they a chance of winning. Invite
children to create their own board games or variation of known games. Furthermore,
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they should be given in-service training on the pedagogies of teaching in preprimary classes as revealed that their insufficient teaching is the result of
inappropriate training.

Furthermore, the study findings revealed several challenges that teachers faced in the
use of traditional games in teaching and learning numeracy skills in the pre-primary.
Among the challenges identified included poor training of teachers at the college,
poor education among teachers and parents on the use of games in teaching and
learning and poor cooperation from parents. It was revealed that the fore mentioned
challenges affected the use of traditional games in classroom; therefore, children
missed the opportunity of development of literacy and numeracy skills at early years.

6.4 Recommendations
This

study

has

three

recommendations:

recommendations

for

action,

recommendations for policy and recommendations for further research.

6.4.1 Recommendations for Action
The current study puts forward some recommendations for action in promoting the
use of traditional games in PPE as well as in home settings. These recommendations
are:
1.

Teachers teaching in pre-primary class should integrate traditional games
with other approaches in learning to create an interactive class and avoid
direct or didactic teaching which minimally engages learners in the
learning process. In order to achieve this purpose, teachers are to be
educated on the effective use of traditional games in pre-primary classes.
This can be done through in-service training or pre-service training.
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2.

Parents are to be educated on the contribution of traditional games to
young children holistic development. Parental education should focus on
many; the functions of traditional games young children. This would
promote parents‟ awareness on the value of traditional games in various
aspects of young children as well as development of communication
mathematical language and problem solving skills. Parental education
would also awaken parents in providing schools needs to their children
including games materials like pencils, drawing exercise book as well as
crayons for children to draw different games.

3.

Furthermore, there is the need for teachers to make sure that they make
preparation of play games activities for young learners during teaching
and learning since the study findings revealed traditional games as an
effective means of not only enhancing young learners‟ communication
but also teaching and learning process.

6.4.2 Recommendations for Policy
The current situation of teachers teaching in pre-primary school is not satisfying
because most of the visited lack professional practice. The policy should clearly
stipulate the qualities of a recommendable teacher for teaching in pre-primary
schools. This will enable teachers teaching in pre-primary schools to undergo a
required professional training. Hence, they will have enough skills of teaching
preprimary classes as well as the use of traditional games and play the in teaching
and learning for interactive class.

This study recommends the use of graduate from higher learning institutions
pursuing bachelor of education in early childhood education (Bed.ECE) from
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UDOM and UDSM to teach in pre-primary schools because they have theories and
practices concerning play and learning in PPE. Therefore, those teachers have been
learning how to improve literacy and numeracy in the early grade. The experience
revealed that all graduate from 2011 up to date are employed and teaching in
secondary school. No single teacher was employed in pre-primary school. If these
teachers are used, they will caver the gap of teacher‟s creativity and teacher‟s
student ratio challenges.

Since the policy recognizes PPE as part of Tanzanian education system, the
Government should make sure that PPE is included in capitation fund in order to
enable pre-primary school teachers‟ access different teaching and learning materials,
games materials included. Learners in PPE are not given capitation grant. This made
teachers to lack important materials for teaching as well as drawing games, resulting
in children being denied an opportunity to communicate mathematics language or
express themselves mathematically. If PPE will be given the capitation grant,
teachers will be the best opportunity to make good learning environment for preprimary learners as well as access games materials for young children.

Therefore, since the current PPE curriculum emphasizes the use of learner-centered
teaching and learning and phonics approach in learning how to read. The traditional
games will fit to this point. Therefore, traditional games must be used to provide
pupils with strategies for independence learning so as to master writing and
arithmetic and Sports and games for holistic development.
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6.4.3 Recommendations for Further Research
This study proposes more studies to be conducted on the use of traditional games in
PPE.
1.

This study focused on the contribution of traditional games in developing
numeracy skills to the pre-primary children in Tanzania. However, the
experiences from the field revealed that teachers understanding were
based on the use of traditional games as a tool (aid) for teaching and
learning literacy skills. With this reason, a study is needed to investigate
the role traditional games as the method (tool/ aid) in primary schools in
Tanzania.

2.

This study was limited to one District, that is, Rombo District in
Kilimanjaro Region. It is, therefore, recommended that other studies
covering a wider part of Tanzania be done in order to provide the wider
picture of the contribution of traditional games in developing children
numeracy skills in the pre-primary class in Tanzania.

3.

The present study focused on parents, teachers and children as key
informants of the contribution of traditional games in developing children
numeracy skills in the pre-primary class in Tanzania. A study covering a
wider aspect of PPE stake holders such as curriculum developers, policy
makers and education supervisors is needed in order to get a broader
picture of the use of traditional games in PPE.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Consent Form
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Appendix B: Interview with teachers
Part A: Invitation to the study
Dear sir/Madame
I kindly invite you to take part in this study, which focuses on the contribution of
traditional games in developing numeracy skills to the pre primary children in
Tanzania. This study is part of accomplishment of my Masters degree at the
University of Dodoma. The results of the study will be available at the University of
Dodoma, and some academic journals or articles. The information obtained from this
study will be confidential and no one will be identified. You are welcome.
Part B: Personal Particulars

i)

Sex ………… (Male or Female)

ii) Age (20-30), (30-40), (40-60)………………………………
iii) Number of children ………………………………………..
iv) Educational Level ……………………… E.g. Stands seven
v) Professional Qualification …………………………………………………
vi) Location …………………………………………………………………..
v) Occupation …………………………………………………………………

Part C: Questions
1. What do you understand by the concept of traditional games?
2. What do you understand by the term numeracy skills?
3. What types of traditional games played by pre-primary children do you know?
4. What traditional games played by pre-primary children that stimulates
development of numeracy skills?
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5. What is the contribution of traditional games you mention above contribute to
the development of numeracy skills?
6. What are general skills and competencies a child obtained during playing
traditional games?
7. Do you think that traditional games have contribution on developing numeracy
skills to the pre primary children?
8. What is you perception on the use of traditional games in teaching and learning
numeracy skills
9. What challenges did you face during using traditional games in teaching and
learning numeracy or mathematics concept?
10. Is traditional games importance in teaching and learning numeracy skills/
mathematics concept?
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Appendix C: Focus Group discussion with Parents
Part A: Invitation to the study
Dear parents
I kindly invite you to take part in this study which explores the contribution of
traditional games in developing numeracy skills to the pre primary children in
Tanzania. This study is part of accomplishment of my Masters degree at the
University of Dodoma. The results of the study will be available at the University of
Dodoma, and some academic journals or articles. The information obtained from this
study will be confidential and no one will be identified. You are welcome.
Part B: Personal Particulars

i)

Sex ………… (Male or Female)

ii) Educational Level ……………………………………………..

vii) Age (20-30), (30-40), (40-60)………………………………
iii) Number of children…………………………………………..
iv) Professional Qualification …………………………………
v) Location …………………….
vi) Occupation ……………………..

Part C: Questions
1.

What do you understand by the concept of traditional games?

2.

What do you understand by the terms numeracy skills

3.

What types of games played by children that stimulate development numeracy
skills to the pre primary children?
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4.

How many games did you have or what kind of games you children play at
home during free play.

5.

Do you think there is any relationship between play traditional games and
development of numeracy skills?

6.

What are your views in the use of traditional games in teaching and developing
numeracy skills to the pre-primary children?

7.

Is there any challenges do you face during using games in teaching and
learning?

8.

Are children enjoying play difference games at home and schools?
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Appendix D: Observation guide
Part A: Invitation to the study
Dear sir/Madame
I kindly invite you to take part in this study, which focuses on the contribution of
traditional games in developing numeracy skills to the pre-primary children in
Tanzania. This study is part of accomplishment of my Masters degree at the
University of Dodoma. The results of the study will be available at the University of
Dodoma, and some academic journals or articles. The information obtained from this
study will be confidential and no one will be identified. You are welcome.
Part B: Personal Particulars

i)

Sex ………… (Male or Female)

ii)

Educational Level ……………………… E.g. Form Four

iii) Professional Qualification ………………………………………
iv) Location …………………….
v) Occupation ……………………..

Part C: Observation cases
1.

Types of games played by children at school during free play?

2.

What kind of skills and language demonstrated during playing traditional
games?

3.

How teachers teach numeracy skills to the pre-primary children?

4.

Challenges which faced teachers using traditional games in teaching and
learning at schools.
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Appendix E: Parent Declaration Form
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Appendix F: Confidentiality Agreement Form
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Appendix G: Permission Letter from the University of Dodoma
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Appendix H: Permission Letter from Rombo District
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Appendix I: Comment from external examiners
S/N

ISSUE

ACTION

Pag. No

1

To add reference in the

The reference has been added

Page 2

background.

and edited to become (Karadaga,
2015)

To remove word

The word therefore has been

“therefore” in the

removed in the background and

background of the

edited to become “it is

problem to make it

obvious……… ”

Page 2

meaning fully.
To add „pre-primary

The world „pre-primary school

school children‟ in the

children‟ have been added to the

general objective of the

general objective of the study

study to make it

and edited to become „…..played

meaning fully

by pre-primary school

Page 6

children…..”
2

To add Tanzania in the

The word “Tanzania” has been

literature review

added in the literature review.

Page 21

Edited to “what are not yet well
established in Tanzania…..”
3

4
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The total number of 4 public pre- Page 32
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The word „leader‟ has been
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